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Flowers will be sent by Sidne\ 
council to the parents of Steve 
Williams, who was killed las< 
week in a car accident on Wesi 
Saanich Road.
Mr. Williams, 21, of 8-15 Birch, 
died in Royal Jubilee Hospital 
.Sunday after an accident in the 
10200-block West Saanich 
Phursday.
The driver of the car, Ronald 
Blake Krieger, 10, of 831-} F.ast 
Saanich, is in good condition at 
Royal Jubilee with internal 
abdominal injuries.
Sidney RCMP said an autopsy 
was held and Coroner Gordon 
Gerry has ordered an inquest.
Mr. Williams was a municipal 





HISTORIC PRAIRIE INN has become 
center of attention for health and fire




All candidates seeking 
positions in the June 22 Central 
Saanich by-election will speak to 
the public at a meeting in 
Brentwood Elementary School at 
8 p.m. June 13.
Candidates for mayor are Jean 
Butler and Gordon Ewan. Butler 
has also challenged Aid. Dave 
Hill and Percy Lazarz for the 
regional board director’s seat.
Seeking aldermanic seats are 
Percy Lazarz and Ted Giayards.
All candidates have held public 
positions in Central Saanich 
before.
COUNCIL MEETS JIM CAMPBELL





A HARD DAY’S FISHING proves rewarding worK lor this Vancouver Island 
fisherman caught through the lens of a passing Revie\v photographer. Small 
crowds often gather at the Federal government wharf at the foot of Beacon 
to watch fishermen unload their catches to be sold at Satellite Fish Company.
ALDERMAN LHRlS iiDERffl REBATES COHACTORS
Some large contractors should 
"go hungry for awhile,” says 
Sidney .Md. Chris Andersen.
“1 honestly get the feeling that 
some of the bigger contractors 
are really trying to shove it into 
you," he said, “It just really 
floors me, because after all, it is 
public money. I’d like to see them 
go hungry for awhile. 1 really 
would.”
Andersen was speaking to a 
motion to award a $153,135 storm 
drain contract to Dench 
•Excavating Ltd,
Dench's bid, the lowest, was 
$36,000 lower than the next 
bidder. The difference between 
the lowest and highest tenders 
was $95,000. The original 
estimate for the job was $170,000.
Aid. Peter Malcolm told 
Andersen contractors often bid 
high when they have enough work 
because “It’s bad public relations 
not to bid.”
Council questioned whether 
Dench vyas equipped to handle 
such a large job and if he was 
financially able to put up a
j>erformance bond.
Engineer Richard McMorran 
said there is no question Dench is 
equipped but he will have to be 
careful with his funds.
“Dench is a local outfit,” said 
Mayor Stan Dear, “well-known to 
all of us.”
“He’s not a fastbuck artist 




San Franeisco Champion To Challenge Newman?
counrerparlIty JOSHUA I'EHLMUTTER 
oiie of .San Francisco’s 
legendary rowers say.s he is 
con.sidering cha Ilenging 
champion oarsman John 
Newman in this year’s Great 
.Sidney Rowing Review.
"I might well come up there,” 
Ed De Cossio told The Review 
during a telephone interview 
Monday. "I'd really like to enter 
that race and give Newman a nai 
for his money,"
De Cossio is (ifi years old, one 
year younger lhan Newman, He 
is a member of the Dolphin Club, 
one of San Frjinci.sco'.s oldest 
pulling boat eslahlishments, 
Each year Do Co.ssio, who is a 
retired lilevedore. rows his 
pulling boat up the Sacrernonlo 
River to Sacremento. He docs it 
apparently just for the exercise 
'i hope he comes,” said 
Newman, when he was advised
that his American 
may lake him on.
“I wotild like some 
eompeiition."
Newman says he has been in 
serious irainittg now for some 
months.
"1 have a set course wltich 1 
row,” he told The Review, "It’s 
exactly four and four tenth inile.s 
long Last night 1 did it in -H •15 
minutes,”
‘Tve (lone it five seconds le.ss 
than that,” lie said, “IJul that was 
way back itiMareh."
Race oificials met agiiin over 
the weekend with official judge 
Bert Keales in tlie chair, For the 
second yi.‘ar in a row Li, Colonel 
James Brown-llardinge a retired 
North vSnanich gentleman 
threatened to cane .lodge Keatos.
The furour look place when 
Kentes brought forward the 
subject of allowing canoes, for
th(.* fir.sl time ever, to participate 
in the race.
“I think llial's outrageous,”; 
shouted the ColoiK.d,
“PhsMse, you're out of order,” 
replied the judge, his voice elam.
“narnn your eyes!” said the 
elderly Urown-llardinge; who 
had arriv(‘d at meeting in a 
chauffeur driven Rentley. "Only 
natives and women have any 
place in a earuMs This entire 
contest was sel up to te.st the 
fllhess of men in pidling boal.s."
I;lcveral fipt-udators, some of 
whom were women, began 
whispering to one another but 
Brown-Hardinge, who apparently 
is .somewhat deaf, paid them no 
heed,
Order, howijver, was rcBlored 
only vvlK'n the former army 
officer was invited, politely, to 
exit from the meeting hall.
Sidney council may have to hire 
an armed flagpole sitter if 
whoever’s been stealing tlie flags 
frorri the Beacon Avenue 
government wharf doesn’t find 
another pasttime.
Aid. Pat Merrett told council 
seven new flags were ordered 
recently to replace ones stolen. 
She asked for suggestions on how 
the thieving could be stopped.
Mayor Stan Dear appeared 
rather baffled by the thefts and 
reminded council the flagpoles 
had been greased.
“But Aid. Merrett,” Dear said, 
“I’m puzzled. Have you ever 
tried to climb a greased pole? 
They must be using ladders.”
Aid. Chris Anderson suggested 
altacbirig barbed wire to the 
poles or cutting wedges in the 
poles so the culprit’s clothes 
would be torn while sliding down 
lh(' pole.
CcMiting the poles with a paint 
wliich takes about two weeks to 
wear off was also sugj'ested 
“Sounds tomelilu? a vigilanIcVs 
the only thing,” said Aid. Wilkie 
Gardner,
Andersen said Sidney RCMP 
could not be expected to keep iin 
ey(‘ on the flags beeausf? four 
night'i^of the we(.*k there is only 
one constable on duty and he's 
also responsible for North 
Saanich and the l.>urrane(,* Lake 
area,
Council was unaldc to como up 
with a solution,
Sidney Aid, Chris Andersen 
supplied a breakdown for council 
Monday of man hours put in by' 
the RCMP's local auxiliary force 
” March 9:1' ^ hours; April 
May 137; up to June it), 38.
Ijiirihrick Motor.s at Bevan and 
Second has heiu) sold.
Capital Regional Board 
decide where to allow' 
population growth before making 
any major expenditures on 
essential services w'ithin the 
region, Chairman Jim Campbell 
told Sidney Council Tuesday.
Campbell met wdth council to 
discuss the proposed regional 
plan and answer questions raised 
by council members. ,
As an example, Campbell said, 
it w’ould be “unrealistic to put in a 
water system to serve -an 
unknovm quantity.”
^Touching briefly on some of the j 
regional plans background, he I 
said this time last / year the • 
regional planners carne up with 
five alternative plans.
; A plan similar to the . new 
'proposed concept (A) . which 
would limit periinsula population 
to 35,000 by the year 2001, was 
adopted in principal and 
circulated to municipal councils 
for suggestions:
“We didn’t get a lot of 
response,” he said.
The regional planning 
committee began refining the 
plan and became aware of a 
number of things which 
warranted changes in the 
approach to the proposed 
regional plan, he .said, so concept 
(B), which shifts 14,000 people 
from the peninsula to the 
Highland areawas offered as an 
.alternative.
One of the faetor.s which led to 
the concept (B) proposal was the 
Land Commission Act, which, 
Campbell said, indicated ihi; 
public altitude towards the 
preservation ol agrieullural land 
had elianged.
The peninsula water prolilcm 
was emphiisr/.ed dramatically by 
last summer's (jxtrernely dry 
weather, he .said, and the 
ecological and economic uspecis 
(if developing the C(jlwood 
Metchouin area inalu:! the second 
concept apiKjar more attractive 
Oainpholl emphasized both 
concepts (A) and (U) have been 
discussed only at eoinrnillee level 
and discussion by the entire 
bojird wouldn’t begin until .lune 
12. ■
"Nobmly is going to be trapped 
by this,” Campbell said. "My 
ixu’sonal bias is tiuile clear, 1 
very much favour shifting future 
development from the peninsula 
to the Langlord Colw'(K>d area.”
The insUdlnlion of n water line 
from the .So'oke Lake watershed 
to the peninsula would result in 
|Kili|lcal pressure to develop the 
land along the line, In; said, 
“The deci.sion ohliteraleH aity
By BRUCEOBEE 
Special to The Sidney Review
other option,” he said.
If concept (B) is adopted, he 
said, it can be changeci if five 
years from now' it’s discovered 
more development is needed on 
the peninsula. “But if you decide 
too soon to make those kind of 
decisions you’re locked into 
them”, he said, adding he 
believes the second concept is 
“the safest”.
“There’s going to be a terminal 
level of development in some 
areas,” Campbell said,: the only 
other alternative would be the 
“total urban development of the 
Saanich ;Periinsula.”’: ^
''Quite A Sight 




Fire Chief "Should 
Close It Down”
The urbanization of the 
peninsula would be the 
“automatic result of no 
planning”, he said, and the 
decision on the number of people 
living in the area must be made 
before the decision of what 
services should be supplied.
Campbell cited Richmond and 
Delta as municipalities which 
have been the automatic result of 
no planning and described 
Richmond as “the most insane 
bit of human destruction that’s 
been Worked on.”
The municipalities within our 
regional district must “aim for 
some kind of sensibte target, 
agree bn it, and try to Teach'it,!’: 
he said.
Alderman: Chris Andersen 
objected to jndications that 
almost all commercial and 
industrial development will
Continued on Page 3
Melville Park
mEE
Barhiira Lynn Kobierski, 8620 
East .Saanich Hoad, has been 
granted a degree in medicine 
from the University of British 
Columbia. Miss Kobierski will 
comiiHUice interning next w(!ek 






Sidney RCMP Sgt. Alan 
Tomlins has nrd(?red a 
craekdown on drivers making U- 
turns on Beacon Avenue. ,, 
“R'.s gelling out of hand 
traffic's bad enough on Bearmn 
Avenu(J witli the construction,” 
Tomlins told The Review.
Many driverii have been 
making U-turns at intersections 
and in the middle of the street, he 
said, adding it Is also Illegal to 
hack over a solid doublc llne.
The crackdown begins 
immediately, he said, adding 
tickets will result in n 2-poinl 
ixuialty (0 drivM^r's certificates,
Melville Park has taken on a 
new look, thanks to the efforts of 
a dozen young men working 
under the Sidney Summer Youth 
Project.
The boys from North Saanich 
School, all between 12 and 14- 
years-old, will be getting 
involved In u number of work and 
recreation projects tliroughout 
the summer, said project leader 
John Ilathbun.
“The boys are pretty proud of 
what they’ve done at Melville 
Park," said Rathbun,
After they raked up some 
garbage, burned It and cleared 
away broken lx)tUe8, Lions Club 
members installed some new 
etiuipment, he said.
None of the hoys get paid for 
their efforts, he said, adding tlic 
project Is designed to give Uic 
youngsters a better 
undcfstanding of the community.
Other activities will Include 
fishing, hiking, swimming and 
camping as well as beach and 
park cleanups, Ilallibun said.
The group Is challenging 
Sidney RCMP io a floor hockey 
game Wednesday (June IZ) In 
North Saanich School at 7 p.m, 
and then they’re off to Gnliano 
Island for a weekend of camping.
By PAT MANNING
Special to The Sidney Review
The historic Prairie Inn on 
East Saanich Road is “a fire 
hazard” and should be closed in 
30 days unless the owners bring it 
up to standards, Central Saanich 
council were told Monday 
evening.
In a report to council,. Norm 
Porter, chief inspector of 
services said he looked through 
the building on May 29 and 
inspected it again on June 6 with 
the public health inspector. They 
found “a number of things which 
did not meet municipal and 
provincial standards.”
Porter gave members of 
council copies of a letter to be 
sent to the owners of the Inn in 
which listed were 11 repairs and 
modifications to the structure 
that must be carried out if the 
building is to continue in its . ;
present use. The owners were 
instructed to make fire exit doors 
comply with regulations and 
install illuminated: exit signs;, 
secure ,and repair fire escape ! 
9ta irs, li ght liallwa ys a;dequa tely, -
rernove cooking applia,nces firprn 
^lodging rooms, install fire 
extinguishers, bring plumbing up 
to plumbing code standards and ■ 
make improvements in the 
furnace room. ’
:: must;CLEAN FACILITIES
“In addition,” the 
letter stated, ; “it will “be“ 
necessary to remove all animal I 
excrement and liquid wastes 
from hallways and exit stairs, 
and clean common toilet 
facilities and public area.”
Porter said council would be 
within the law to close the 
building immediately.
“It was quite a sight to behold 
to say the least,” he exclaimed.
However, in the letter the , 
owners v;ere told they would have 
30 days to complete all the 
required work and were warned 
that failure to comply would 
result in legal action and the 
immediate closure of the 
building.
Porter said Uie 30 days would 
Continued on Page 3
HimRIC fflW 
MISSIPiB M W
A bugle donoted to the Sidney 
Army and Navy Club by First 
World War 'Old Cohlemptlbles' 
gone missing from Uic Club 
said Prmldcnt Wilf Hetman^
The bugltt, which was mountcxl 
on « wooden base outside the 
washrooms, was ripped off Its 
biuio and removed from’thc Club,, 
“I urge any member who has 
knowledge about, Uilu to Inform 
me or any member of the; 
ExociJtive, by letter or in 
person,’’ said Hetman, "The 
informants name will be kept 
confidential if the person so 
wishes. Our main object is to 
recover the bugle, which was 
used In the Boor War, and was 
really a prized exhibit in our 
museum.”
656-3724
Iffv iijrfi illiyB'JI W Xs MJrSmMX £m
it ;.' 1;;;
ThiB Day give liim a chair to lean back
anil uiiwijiil . ... for office or livingroow- 
..Otir BHpcr group inelucleB «wivel ha«e.,; 
oytq-tiijiffful rou! rorker rer'iiners. Flypiw; of fnh» 
.'rieti,'Other’ehoira'.in'. Block,'loo. '
9842 3rtl St ISLAND FVBlNlTURi; MART sim 656-3032
■ ■
f ■«
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Eight Candidates For Miss Saanich Peninsula Crown
Enthusiasm continues to mount 
for the eight candidates entered 
in the Miss Saanich Peninsula 
contest.
On Thursday evening June 8th 
the members of Gamma Iota,
. Sidney Chapter of Beta Sigma 
: Phi entertained the contestants 
at a “Get Acquainted and Talk” 
party, held at the home of Janet 
Remmer. The contestants 
enjoyed meeting one another 
and the Sorority members.
.Special guest was Susan Jestico, 
;of Susan’s Beauty Salon who will 
!do the hair styles for the Fashion 
Show.
A topic of much discussion was 
the forth-coming Fashion Show, 
to be held June 19th at the Sidney 
Elementary School gymnasium. 
Each contestant has chosen and 
will model a variety of clothing 
from Nadyne’s Fashions and 
footwear from Fredrick’s shoes.
Fashion Show tickets are
available at the Sidney Villa 
Coiffures, Anna’s Fashions in 
Brentwood Bay, the contestants 
or by phoning 656-5260. Admission 
is $1.50 and includes 
refreshments and door prizes.
Proceeds from this event will 
be used to cover expenses and 
buy gifts as this is a non-profit 
service project for Gamma Iota 
Chapter.
Another widely discussed 
REVIEW PHOTOS
■ ‘-y-*
subject was the speeches the girls 
have prepared for a private 
coffee party with the judges. 
Each contestant will give a three 
minute talk on a subject of their 
choice.
Professional photographer 
Jane Sloan arrived and took 
pictures of the contestants. These 
and the official photographs are 




MORE EXHIBITS ON HAND
The Sidney Museum will begin 
opening seven days a week June 
29.
Museum Director May John 
told The Review the museum is 
now open on weekends between 
10 a.m. and 4 p.m. and will be 
open during the same hours daily 
between June 29 and Oct. 14.
One of the newest exhibits is a 
collection of baskets which 
belonged to Sir James Douglas’ 
great granddaughter, said Mrs. 
John.
Other interesting exhibits 
include artifacts from the 
Brackman Ker grist mill, a 
(liarama by Edith Jones of North 
Siianich, and numerous Indian 
artifacts, she said.
There’s no admission charge 
but patrons are welcome to drop 
afev.’ coins in an old cream can 
by the front door.
The museum, owned by the 
Town, is operated by the Sidney
and North Saaiiich Historical 
Society, she said, and more 
volunteers are needed.
MEETING HELD
A meeting of the Mountain 
View Rest Home Auxiliary was 
held May 29th at the home of Mrs 
0. Niedermann8557 East Saanich 
Rd.
Final preparations were made 
for the Strawberry Tea and Home 
Baking Sale which is being held 
June 19th in St. Stephen’s Church 
Hall.
Plans were also discussed for 
the picnic for the patients to be 
held at the Home on July 10th. 
Tea was served by the hostess at 
the close of the meeting.
Sidney public works 
department has recently built 16 
park benches to be placed in 













Army, Navy and Air Force.
Laurie Lewis 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Chamber of Commerce
"Pemmida:Arek''Fishif^'M
Tom Davis, of 8897 Lochside, 
offered 33 pounds of piroof that the 
fishing afounh Saanichton Spit on 
James Island has been great oyer 
:■ the'past weekv:-'.-;';
Using, stripy with about one 
pound of weight, David pulled in 
a 33-pound spri ng salmon. 
Earlier last week Davis and Don 
Norbury, of Satellite Fish, caught 
seven springs in the same ar^.
“That’s a bigger spring than is 
normally taken from these 
yvaters,” said All Bay Marina 
manager Bob Whyte who 
described the fishing last week as 
“fantastic”.
Most fishermen are using the 
old standbys — strip, and whole 
herring, said Whyte, and average
size fish is five to TO pounds.
That seems to be the average 
size on the; other side of the 
peninsula too, according to 
Bonnie Hyldig of Deep Cove 
Marina, although some fisher­
men have been getting springs up 
toT8 pounds.
Minnow, strip and green 
hoochies are the most popular 
lures and the hot spots are Coles 
Point, Moses Point, Wain Rock, 
and Samsun Narrows, she said.
A 23-pound spring was weighed 
in at Brentwood Boat Rentals last 
week and most boats have been 
coming with their limits, said 
Manager Bruce Bateman.
Coles Bay, McKenzie Bay, and
Central Saanich Lions Seek To 
Renovate Women Institute Hall
Central Saanich Lions Club are 
prepared to pay up to $10,000 to 
renovate the Women's Institute 
Hall on the East Saanich Road, 
Central Saanich council were told 
Monday evening.
In return the Lions Club would 
like a five year lease, two 
representatives from the club 
informed council At the end of 
five years the club would turn the 
building back to the municipality, 
which holds the deed, or they 
would negotiate a new lease.
The building would be used as a
Bamberton are the most 
productive areas, he said, and 
fishermen are using strip and 
minnow^v
FIRST FAIR 
HF THE SEASON ,
The 3-S 4-H Beef Club has 
piirtlctiwtcd in tho first fair for 
this years projects — The Juycee 
Fair, held in Victoria.
The clud did very well in both 
showmanship and standing in the 
ring. Darrell PapuschaU was 
titled Grand Champion 
Showman, Wayne Cuthbert 
Reserve. Both Finder had the 
Grand Champion steer for the 
stscond consecutive year.
Marilyn MacAuly was made 
Grand Aggregate winner at the 
South Malalint Judging Field 
Day. She will receive a gold 
''"'Watch
home for the Lions Club and 
would be available for use by 
other Central Saanich service 
clubs and volunteer groups.
Renovations to the building 
would include a new roof, new 
foundation, bringing plumbing up 
to plumbing code standards, 
making a side entrance, 
improving or replacing the 
furnace and various other 
improvemenlB. A parking lot 
would also he put in and a small 
jxirk created in a corner of the 
property,
Aldermnn Tom Michell said the 
project would be given “a lot of 
consideration" and a meeting to 
discuss it further was arranged 
for Monday.
Acting Mayor Dave Hill asked 
that a written proposal be 
submitted along with plans for 
the use of the hall.
; BF e
Sidney council endorsed an 
Association of Vancouver Island 
Municipalities recommendation 
to urge the provincial 
government to build a four-lane 
highway from one end of 
Vancouver Island to the other.
The recommendation was 
based on a request from 
Gampbell River council to 
“demand” a “freeway” for the 
Island.
Mayor Stan Dear said 
the provincial highways 
department had already begun 
building a four-lane highway up 
the island and .suggested the 
Island municipalities would get 
l)otter co-operation from the 
provincial government if they 







l»niu‘r and Vinyl Wall Coverings
Fapcrhanging —Painting
Dry Wall Repairs
' 'Terms''' , ,
Cathy Travis 
Sidney Softball Ass’n.
THE GOVERN.MENTOF THE PROVLNCE 
OF BRITISH COLU.MBIA
British Columbia Department of Labour
WAGE INCREASE
A reminder to employees and employees that ef­
fective June 3,1974 the General Minimum Wage in 
British Columbia increased as follows:
$2.50 per hour for employees 18 years of age ahd 
over.
$2.10 per hour for employees 17 years of age and 
under.
Further inquiries may be directed to your nearest 
office of the British Columbia Department of 
Labour or, directed to the Department of Labour, 
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, British Columbia.





COME JOIN WITH us!
HELP STANFIELD RESTORE CONFIDENCE IN 
CANADA'S GOVERNMENT.
FOR US TO HELP YOU, WE NEED YOUR ACTIVE SUPPORT. PHONE 
US NOW 748-2131 or 748-2642, OR COME TO CAMPAIGN H.Q., 375 
ISLAND HIGHWAY DUNCAN
OUTDOOR SPECIALS









SAVE NOW ON... SUEPiNO BAGS
31b. Fortrcl Bag
2U>. Duck Down Bag SSAW
, Rcq. $B4.9B




1 h.,Fopl rel B ^ 18^^
All bags made by Jones Toni & Awninfl
REG. nw
JUNE SPECIAL
THE MARINE SERVICE CENTRE
OUTBOARD REPAIRS 
EVINRUDE — JOHNSON — HONDA 4 cycle 
INBOARD-OUTBOARD REPAIRS 
O.M.C. STERNDRIVE —VOLVO-PENTA 
WAUKESHA MARINE 
FAST ~ REASONABLE
IN THE HEART OF DOWHTOWM VAHCOUVER
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
provides spacious new 
accommodation with fully 
equipped kitchens, cable 
TV, phone, free parking 
and view^ balconies. All this 
; for $16.00 single and S4.00 
per additional guest with 
complimentary coffee and 
tea service for your added 
enjoyment. On your ne.\t 
visit to Vancouver stay 
downtown at the Mayfair 
Hotel located at Hornby 
and Robson Streets.
For reservations, write to :
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
.B4S Hornby SI.. Vancouvar 1, B.C. or Phone area 404-687-6751. •
SATELLITE 656-2642
ON THE.SIDNEY WHARF FOOT OF BEACON-
SUPER SPECIAL
FRESH RED SALMON!
FIT FOR A KING








AT FLINT MOTORS WE ARE 
BATTING FOR 
THE LIHLE LEAGUE






Sldiicy LUUp I.oagiH', BasclKill 
Genoral PtiliUc Meeting 
June 19, Scout Hall 8130 P.M.
Flet'lion of cxcculivcs ami a placo to bring your complaiiiLs, 
if any. So iMimo on pnrcnis, come to ibis meeting and support 
us, we need your help il we are to continue witli linHelinli for 
these boys (Vyrs, to r,j yrs.
SPACE DONATED BY
FLINT MOTORS LTD
' BEACON AT FIFTH - 056-1922 ■
IMStltMMmiilMHWIiaHIMWM
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PRAIRIE INN ‘A FIRE HAZARD’
i -.
■f'
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NIFTY FIFTIES DAY at Parklands School last week was a greasy affair. 
Students decked themselves out in studded jackets, rolled up blue jeans, bobby 
socks and plaid skirts. Pictured here are members of a class hanging* 
around a’57 Chev owned by Vern Goosney.
Continued from Page 1
CBmpbell Meets With Sidn,ey Council
Continued from Page 1
we can have, provided il suits the 
four municipalities,” said 
Andersen.
“We don’t really have a voice 
on the Capital Regional Board. 
We simply get out-voted.
“I just can’t understand why 
peninsula shouldn’t have the 
commerce and industry that’s 
coming to us.”
Andersen said Sidney needs 
controlled development and the 
Town has one of the poorest tax 
bases in B.C.
Campbell said in the history of 
municipal planning, ‘‘the 
creation of a tax base to solve a 
problem seems to be the best way 
to create a problem,”
As tlie municipal tax base 
increases, costs of servicing that 
municipality also uncreases he 
said, and in some areas the core 
of the city dies entirely.
Andersen said chat situation 
would apply in cities like 
Vancouver but Sidney’s 
development is limited by its 
boundaries.
Campbell argued that decisions 
made by Sidney council affect the 
region in its entirety.
Mayor Stan Dear said Sidney 
had been [liahhed long before the 
Regional Board stepped in and 
council had not planned for “wide 
open development by any 
means.”
The Regional Board’s adoption 
in principal of a plan similar to, 
concept (A) led council to 
develop the town under the 
assumption that plan would 
finally be adopted.
Dear asked Campbell why the 
Highland area should be 
developed when Sidney is already 
a thriving town. He also asked 
where the money for the 
Highland’s development was 
going to come from.
The initial cost of land in the 
Highland area is lower than on 
the Peninsula, Campbell said, 
and once the area is developed, 
serviced lots can be put on the 
market cheaper than an equal 
area of land on the Peninsula. 
Costs of developing the Highland 
district should be born by the 
region as a whole.
Alderman Ross Marlin said 
“Right now we have a nroblem
svitii water and under concept 
tB). you are going to leave us 
with that problem and no 
solution.”
Campbell again stated it would 
be impractical to provide water 
for the peninsula until the future 
population has been determined.
Campbell also reminded 
council the greater Victoria 
water system is owned by the 
four core municipalities and it is 
hoped the ‘‘Greater Victoria 
water district will be clearly 
responsive to regional 
objectives.”




Glen Meadows ladies braved 
two days of rain to run their 
Annual George Paulin Handicap 
-Tournament on schedule this past 
week with the following winners:
Medalist and Championship 
Flight - Glady Green; 
Consolation Flight - Freda Bond;
CEPEXy■ :secretary 5 .Patti 
McKnight has had better weeks 
than “the last one. Most of her 
friends forgot her birthday. Her 
canoe overturned in Tsehum 
Harbour at dusk and she had to 
swim ashore. The next; day 
someone stole her blue jeans 
from the laundromat and later 
the same day her sweetheart 
sailed off to the Arctic for three 
months.
.First Flight - Mildred Green; 
Second Flight - Daphne Dagg; 
Third Flight - Martha Patterson; 
P’ourth Flight - Betty Brook; 
Fifth F’light - Jean Shaw; Sixth 
Flight - A1 Ballantyne; Seventh 
Flight - Muriel Twite; Eighth 
Flight- Ruth Trelawney.
Nine-Hole Medalist and 
Championship Flight -“. Hilda 
Mckoeyer; Consolation Flight'- 
Donna Thompson; First Flight - 
Ba i'bara Cra wf oi-d; . Second 
Flight - Doris MacConnachie.
remain in the four core 
municipalities.
“What we want out in this area 
also give residents time to find 
another place if the regulations 
were not complied with.
He reminded council the 
municipality had renewed the 
business license for the Prairie 
Inn in May and as such they were 
condoning the operation as a 
public lodging house. He said that 
“there is a very good chance of 
loss of life should there ever be a 
fire.” And added: “And there is 
every liklihood of a fire.”
A H.AZARD
Porter said the fire chief, who 
had also looked at the building, 
agreed it was “quite a hazard".
Alderman Zach Hamilton said: 
‘‘W'e would be criminally 
negligent to let it continue.
Acting Mayor Dave Hill added: 
“I think the fire chief should close 
il down.”
Owner of the Inn, Gavin Harper 
appeared part way through the 
meeting. He handed council a 
letter in which he stated he was 
prepared to bring the Inn up to 
sUindards and also requested 
council consider his application 
for a pub licence.
In an interview with The 
Review following" the meeting 
Harper said:
“lam going to do everything 
they ask me in the letter and 
within the 30 days.
“I’ll keep it going even if I have 
to spend my last cent.”
-Harper said he bought the 
Prairie Inn six years ago with the 
idea of making it into a 
neighbourhood pub. He has had 
an application in with the liquor 
control board for over a year.
MAY BE PUB
Now with the liberalized liquor 
regulations he has hopes of 
initiating his plans. The snag is 
that under the new regulations, it 
is the municipality wliich has the 
power to approve or reject 
applications to operate a 
neighbourhood pub.
Harper emphasized he is going 
to fix his place up“so they can’t 
cut me out”.
His application ; Monday 
evening for a pub licence was 
dismissed by council as not being 
within their.jurisdiction.;
Bev Harper told the Review 
Tuesday she and her husband 
intend to re-submit their 
application to council as soon as 
they have brought the building up 
to standard.
She said to her knowledge it 
was the first time a fire 
inspection had been made and 
that they had been unaware of a 
number of the requirements they 
were expected to meet.
“For instance.” she said, “the 
cooking appliances and kitchen 
units had been in the rooms since 
they bought the Inn six years 
ago.” They had left them in not 
knowing they were against the 
regulations.
As to the animal excrement in 
the halls, she said, one of the 
tenants had a puppy which was 
not yet housetrained and she had 
repeatedly asked that the dog be 
trained.
She said the letter made it 
sound worse than it was but they 
would make every effort to fulfill 
the requirements within the 30 
davs,
DISTRICT OF NORTH SMNICH
Applications are invited for the position of clerk-typist for 
the Municipality of the District of North Saanich. In 
addition to typing this position requires the capabilities of 
maintaining records and dealing with the public.
r\pplicants to state age, experience, qualifications, salary 
exjx'ctcd and the date available to Post Office Box 2027. 
Sidney, B.C. Applicatioas will be received up to and 
including June 21.sl, 1974.
SAILING LESSONS
JUME 24 » 28,
Fees 10 yrs, -18 yrs. $7.00 
19 yrs. and over $13.00
Hours Both Places 
9:00 - 12:00 morning class 
1:00 - 4:00 afternoon class 
6:00 - 9:00 evening class
SIDNEY - SMITTY'S ftflARINA
(Foot of Beacon)
To register CALL between 10 a.m. - 12 noon.
Mon. - Tburs.
BRENTWOOD - BRENTWOOD INN
Toreglsler Call 653-11 54
For residents outside Central Saanich add $1.00
Basic — Skippering a Dinghy, Knots, Terminology.
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GENUINE
ALL COVERS A 
ALL STYLES
THE SUPER DE-LUX GIFT FOR DAD
FA THERS DA Y SPECIA LS
Available at ol! linms nmlwlll Institute nn oixM) door (lolicy 
To usBist you with pfoblenis that may arise,
Will keep a tight reinon Mimieipal expenditure and ashure the laxpnyer that you will get 
every cent of value out of your lax dollaj H,
Conllnut! our.pollcy of prudent planning and rigid zoning with a view to the preservation of 
open green spacM and farm lands so vilalto the tohil eiivirmuneoi,
TherospoiiKtliiljty of Dircclor on (he Regional Board sfiould if otall possihle he assumed hv 
(he,Mayor. 1 have acted as Director for several months and can assure you wiial is done al 
this level Is very viUil to your municipality. I t is Imporlarif thei eiwe lo ask for your vote so 
that this eonllnoBy msy he ret.ibv'd
PROVEN ABILITY AND LEADERSHIP
FOR TRftHSPOIFflTlON RHD IHFORMftIlOK
652.1444 OR 6S2-15B3
































; 1100 4 speed ;
63 Hova 
Station Wagon
69 V-W Beetle 
itelux 4 speei 
radials New Motor
65 Old’s F85 
Hard top VS auto, 
ps. pb., buckets, 
console & radio
72 Pontiac Fireniia









Pantostlc Stocic Of Chcilrs To Chooio From. Rootly For Immecllcito Dolluory
ISLAND FlJRNITIJRi; MART
636-3032 W2 3nt SL Sidney 636-3724
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Sanscha Hall
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North Saanich council members are to be 
congratulated. Their recent authorization of $3500 
towards operating expenses of Sanscha Hall is, after 
many years of a pittance dole, a cause for some joy in 
this Town.
This is so for two reasons: the first being that many, 
many residents of North Saanich use Sanscha and 
benefit directly from the facilities there. It is only just 
that North Saanich make a yearly contribution towards 
expenses there commenserate with its population 
ration.
The second cause for jubilation is the plain fact that 
North Saanich and the Town of Sidney now appear to be 
on far better political terms with one another than 
almost ever before. The donation, or contribution 
towards Sanscha is a direct result of this co-opcration.
Aldermen on both sides of the ‘border’ have been 
holding regular meetings with one another and these 
have served, if nothing else, to broaden the base of 
understanding between the neighbour municipalities. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
'
Wi
There is an old fashioned sense of worth in the simple 
pleasure of rowing a small pulling boat about our local 
waters. It is for this very reason that officials involved 
in The Great Sidney Rowing Review are devoting their 
time and effort in promoting the July 6th ‘race’.
Unlike Nanainid’s Bathtub Race w'hich has been a 
world wide attention getter the Sidney rowing event is 
designed purely to allow young and old a chance to show 
off their boats and their rowing skill in a gentle contest 
of endurance. As race judge Bert Keates, himself an 
experienced boatman, points outWe do not care a 
whit if only a few boats turn up. It’s the spirit of the thing 
that matters .; just some people getting together for a 
L'nice''mprmngvrowl’V"'^
And there is something worthwhile too, in the sight of 
seeing 69 year old John Newman out practising most 
evenings A h inan who is in better shape than many 
youths in their early twenties; There are ^^^f 
today dniMs d boat four miles at
spe^s up close to seven k
Peninsula
anyone who partakes of beer or other alcoholic 
beverages and who has also spent time in Great Britain 
or ^ Europe the idea of neighborhood drinking 
establishments must come as a welcome change. The 
hide bound plastic decor of many liquor vending 
emporiums throughout this Province may see a change 
forced on them as smaller establishments sprii^ up 
catering to the neighbourly aspect of the community in 
which they are located.
This being the case it is likely that the drinking habits 
of this Province, which are somewhat abhorrent at the 
moment, could achieve a greater degree of quiet social 
pleasure about them.
While the Peninsula itself already has a number of 
civilized drinking establishments we hope that local 
municipalities will see fit to encourage the building of a 
local pub or two.
Editor. The Review, Sir:
I have been following the story 
of the proposed construction of 
the large marina in Saanich ton 
Bay with some dismay If we are 
to continue to allow so-called 
“development” of our shoreline, 
it will not be long before we will 
have to travel several hundred 
miles to gather shellfish which 
are uncontaminated.
As usual, only the well-to-do, 
those v.’ho demand marina 
facilities every few' miles around 
the cities, will be able to travel to 
the shores they have not yet 
contaminated. And, as usual, the 
low income families \vhich have 
neither car nor boat are left to 
endure the despoliation of the 
only beaches they can reach. 
How does this inequity come 
about? It seerns to arise from the 
fact that council representatives, 
all of whom come from middle or 
upper incomes brackets, identify 
pbsitively with those projects 
w’hich they themselves are in a 
position to enjoy.
This project, and others which 
encroach upon wilderness areas 
or undeveloped lands, should not 
be allow'ed to proceed until we 
are guaranteed that;
a) The beaches adjacent to the 
proposed development will be 
GUARANTEED to remain clear 
and clean and supportive of 
marine life, such guarantee to be 
included in a contract with 
suitable safeguards and 
penalties;
b) There is sufficient parkland 
and wilderness parkland (as 
opposed to ‘recreational area') to 
act as grecnbelt for the physical 
and mental health of all 
peninsula re.sideiiLs, both now
and in the future, and that we are 
guaranteed that these lands 
are available or will be available 
when we need them.
c) That our Indians are 
GUARANTEED their beaches 
and streams remain 
uncontaminated and safe to 
enjoy. They seem to realize that 
real enjoyment can be had from 
undeveloped, natural areas, in 
contrast to the manicured and 
organized “development” the 
rest of IIS insist upon for our 
“recreational” activities.
I certainly support any 
suggestion that a full public 
hearing be held, and that no 
development be allowed until the 
above guarantees are down in 
writing.
Yours sincerely, / V 
Carolyn Smyly, ;
4354 Wilkinson Road, 
/Victoria,
Opinion - A PorsonBl Vis'w
By PAT MANNING 
Something revolutionary is 
happening in government circles
I learned last week.
The scene was the office of 
John Walsh, superintendent of 
integrated and supportive 
services within Eileen Dailly’s 
department of education.
The participants were John 
Walsh, Art Lamrock, co­
ordinator of special education for 
the Victoria school board, Isabel 
Beveridge, district administrator 
of the Canadian National 
Institute for the Blind and 
myself, the mother of a visually 
handicapped child.
FLAG IS VADe CF i'a-'NC.H 
STEei. FUAie, VMELDED 
ft? Foie
IF .■ANVoMe Fees 
BBT to iT... AMD 
'DOEA (SET iT'UXjSE- 
T'Abmwkatdo 
THEY PC? lOfTH iT;
interest to work hard for therh. 
Thank you,
Wayne Hannan,
2118 James White Blvd. 
Sidney, B.C.
Om Thing A Newspaper Misses...
ByJACK SCOTT 
The newspapere and their by­
products, such as this weekly 
pillar of type, chronicle the story 
of a town and its Jieople, recor­
ding fact and anecdote and 
niovernent. Wc listen to: the 
voices and write down the words.
Wo watch the scene and describe 
it. Wc scent the trn anient stuff 
called news and iwckage it for 
delivery.
Wo miss out on only one thing 
No ncwspaiXT, dally or weekly, ; 
st»erns able to tell the story of the 
soul-deep aspirotlmvs and dreams 
of the ordinary people. The im­
mense news of wlwt goes on in 
the mind of the individual 
remains clearly the property of 
novelist and potiL 
As individuals wo know that 
each of our friends and neighbors 
lurs a far bigger story than the 
coed ol living dr the latest 
|)olltical sfXHM'h. Yet tliere is no 
place in live nows columra for it.
I.Kr-Umg Enigma 
For many nevv.spaper ixmple 
this remains a llftLlong enigma- 
There is a sense of f rustration I or 
Ihfv lowliest obituary writer wlio 
tyjvefi his daily list of the departed 
in the eryptlc. stylired language 
trf Ulot department, knowing that 
each paragraph holds the raw 
material for a book, No goo<i 
■ i*:pMiU..i tS»t ^.vylld i,5Ct of
any story without a deep, im' 
ispoken urge to prtAve deeply into 
Uic thoughLi of ' llW people iii' 
voived.. ■
On the fiftieth anniversary of 
llNr wedding of on bid couple 1 
w«« with/a plKvU^raphcr who 
' went to lake a picture, a nsiline
assignment. There was a sain- ] 
Uine.s.s and peace about the.se two i
unhampered by the fact that the 
husband was blind, I waited while 
the phologrnphcr took his pic­
ture,s and got ids facUi. The story 
wiHild be told in the (>0-odd words 
tenealh the two-column cut.
When we got outside the 
photographer turned and 
shruggedTiThere must be quite a 
story there," he iniiscd, vand 
nobody will ever write it."
My father was a newspaper- 
inimfor more than 40 years and a 
good one. but lie never wrote the 
story that interested him most, 
He Nid a lih'-long curiosity about 
the places that people lived in. A 
lonely farmhouse, seen from a 
[Xisshig tniin, an old mansion in 
the heart of a city or a shack 
in a culvert would be enough to 
whtd the Idade of his curiosity.
Where did the fwople come 
from'? What did they do with their 
lives? What was the purpose 
Ix'hind their day-to-day living? 
He would gaze at an unusual 
home w ith the same intere.st and 
look of inquiry that less- 
imaginative luco rc.scrvc for the 
bright Jacket of a new novel, 
Whe.ayou write for a living it's 
untHVSsIble to a,void ilsil kiiio oi 
question. Going into your desk in 
the morning w ith ttie notes for a
column.. srty - on the future of
1 Uigxrt Stanfield you may Iwve 
I the frustrated feeling of being a 
I million miles from the actual 
i jwdiu* of humanilv 
iArAllT.MENT HONlCVfoytB.S 
'i. ..Watching the swarms of jx'ople 
- coming tlown to ilw city's mam 
I ficeing tlxm ivnir out of
the honeycombs of the apartment 
blocks, the cliff-dwcllcr.s of the 
day, the idea is inescapable that 
each of these people, like your­
self, is a complicated, highly 
individualist personality who,sc 
.storie.s will never lx* toki.
No comment on a Stanfield will 
Ivive the highly emotional impact 
or the humanity that might be 
found behind the blank, newly- 
shaven and newly-powdered 
faces of the mass of eommutei s. 
But that i^lory is doomed to be 
liK'ked there forever.
None of. these average ixople 
will ever be in (he newHjxiper 
unless they fall from a high 
building or grow a tfe-foot 
liollyhockor getrun down liy a '7.'i 
Mustang on Main Street or live to 
lx too v'cars of age.
Yet they, and not the recorded 
voices and the pictured scene, 
are the heart beat of society. The 
Htory of any one of these ixople, 
told' in its naked truth, would 
give' historians of a hundred 
years from now a fnctore of the 
. nuwxi and tempo and philO£oph.v 
i of trwiiu’ that will tx- found in no 
j newspaper,
I So tomorrow. 1 will step up to 
j someone in the street, some plain 
I fellow with that faintly worried,
I restless look in bis eye, perhaps 
- Iv.'-.'diict a b:tir eol nr on his way 
to the dentist, and say. "1 want, 
aspirations and dreams and the 
daily We.you toad and why you 
arc 'doinyj'vhnt you are -'md what 
you want out of it"’
Rut I know that 1 w on't I'll w'att 
from him to grow the hollyhtxk
Editor, The Review, Sir:
i would like to make a few 
comments to ; Pat Evans and 
other . bitter young ladi^ / who 
play softball in Sidney.- 
Men’s softball and Little 
League in Sidney are not as 
prosperous as they may appear. 
AVe have not always had 
uniforms, dugouts, fences and a 
nice ball diamonds to play on.
The new uniforms have only 
recently arrived and are supplied 
by our generous sponsors such as 
Roland Paquette of the Sidney 
Hotel, Len Bland of Harvey’s 
Sporting Goods. The Sidney Paint 
Pot and many, many others.
But, most important, the 
conditions of the field were 
arrived at solely through the hard 
work of the members within the 
organizations, We have had 
many raffles, dances, and work 
(larties which have consumed 
many man hours of work to 
achieve the playing conditions 
wliich we now enjoy,
I feel quite sure that if the girls 
of your organization would got up 
and do some work and sponsor 
some raffles, and dances as wc 
did, the people of Sidney would 
help you out financially as well as 
they svtpixrled our cause, 
liut, you must rememlxri the 
only way you are going In got 
these things is if you show enough
Editor, The Review, Sir:
I was appalled last week when 
the marina proposal was 
discussed at the Central Saanich 
council meeting. I was appalled 
because it became more and 
more apparent that the council 
and the developers wxre veiw' 
much aware of, and familiar 
with, the scope and many details 
of this project, while the majoritj' 
of the remaining citizenary knew’ 
very little about it.
It is shocking to realize that the 
democratic process has been 
weakened to the point w;here the 
public, including those w’ho try to 
fulfill Y their responsibilities by 
keeping inform^ about issues 
that concern the publicWelfare, 
has been ignored -— or nearly so 
— by enti'enched economic and 
'political interests.
The public must have 
w’atchdogs to represent their
interests as opposed to vested 
interests.
Many individual citizens as 
well as groups who are very 
much concerned and interested 
had not been approached directly 
or indirectly by their elected 
officials at any level.
The announcement in small 
circulation periodicals is only a 
technical meeting of the 
democratic process.
Surely anything that will affect 
the lives of this and future 
generations, as the proposed 
Saanichton Bay Marina will, 
should have been brought to the 
attention of not only the Indian 
bands, but all other groups and 
citizens directly involved by this 
:..project' ■/'■■■'.
. Gan we expect the public 
interest and coheern evidenced at 
the recent council meeting to lead 
to a public:;/ hearing- on . the 
rhatter?Ttrust the council will SO/ 
decide-.T.
' Respectfully'yours, V 
H. Hagbarth Sorensen 
5047 Old West Road,
RR No. 3, Victoria, B.C
The reason for our meeting was 
to seek government assistance 
for the funding of teachers 
trained to work with visually 
handicapped children here on the 
Island. At present the only place 
where legally blind children can 
receive adequate help is at 
Jericho Hill School for the Blind 
in Vancouver.
To send a child to Jericho 
means taking a six-year-old out 
of his home, away from his 
family and placing him in an 
institution-like setting for as 
manv years as it takes him to 
gain' the skills necessary for 
coping in a sighted world.
For parents on the Island it 
means visiting with their child 
only two weekends a month and 
involves considerable expense 
and complicated arrangements 
to see the child is transported 
safely back and forth to 
Vancouver.
One of the platforms of our 
present provincial government is 
that every child should receive an 
adequate education according to 
his needs. This from the minister 
of education.
Another important tenent is 
that every child and family 
should be given whatever 
assistance is necessary to keep 
them together. This from the 
Minister of Human Resources.
In spite of these promises I 
expected it would be a very 
difficult and complicated process 
to get tlie government to agree to 
the funding of specially trained 
teachers. After all, there weren’t 
that many children involved.
To my astonishment, w’e had 
barely begun to explain our 
situation and what we wanted, 
w’hen we were interrupted by 
Walsh:
“Don’t say another word,” he 
said. “You can have it You can 
have all the funds you need.”
He went on to explain it was the 
government’s policy to see 
children remained in their homes 
and at the same time received a 
proper education. In the case of 
children with special handicaps, 
the government was perfectly 
prepared to provide the 
necessary money for any special 
help they may require.
From there discussion moved 
into working out details of how 
best to approach this particular 
problem.
I sat quietly rejoicing in the 
knowledge the visually 
handicapped children on this 
Island would be able to remain at 
home and still have an 
opportunity for an education 
tailored to their needs.
And I rejoiced in the knowledge 
that a government was 
approachable and was offering 
genuine assistance to those who 
needed it though they be few in 
number and have no significant 
influence on the powers that be.
v'-;
‘Aid To Pensioners’ May Continue
?>.:./
The federal funds for Sidney’s 
“Aid to Pensioners’ Group” 
expired last week but the 
provincial human resources 
department has offered some 
encouragement for the 
continuation of the project.
Spokesman for the group 
Frank MacLennan told The 
Review the project, funded by an 
$18,720 Local Initiatives grant, 
began Dec. 14, ;
The money was used to provide 
services for pensioners unable to 
do their own work aroUnd the 
home,' such as cutting lawns,. 
house cleaning, or putting up 
fences, MacLennan said. “
The group has discussed with 
Esquimalt-Saanich MP Donald
-a
Munro the possibility of getting 
an extension of the grant with the 
hopes the provincial government 
will take it over at some later 
date, he said.
“I can’t get anywhere on the 
federal side,”. Munro told The S
Review, “The funds have J
expired.”'
Munro said he had spoken with 
provincial human resources 
officials to emphasize the project jj
is already in motion in the 
;; community and is Worthwhile 
continuing: ■ ; ? ;
Human Resources Sidney : 
District Supervisor John Gibson A Y
said he has received a request for 




r BRENTWOOD COLLEGE MEMORIAL CHAPEL 
ANGLICAN 
792SeaDrive 
.Sunday, June 16,1974 
Trinity I
Annual Sunday School and 
Congregational Picnic, 
Centennial Grounds, Wallace 
Drive.
11:00 a.m. Short service at the, 
Park, followed by 
Lunch and Games. 
Rev. W, Dobson 652-3860









Fellowship Hour • 
Wednesday 8 p.m. 
Sund.'.i.v
9:00 a,rn. Service al
First Memorial Clvapel 
4725 Faliiise Cre.s, Royal Oak 
PASTOR RON KOCH 383-7Q77 
Church office 656-'272l




Sunday, June 16,1974 
ST, MARY’S









In Victoria on .lune 9, 1974, 
Stephen .John Willuinis, resident 
of Sidney for part 14 year.s, late 
residence 845 Bird) Hoad, 
Sidney, B.C.
Born in IJoydminster. Sask, 
Aged 21 years. Survived by Ins 
loving ivirenls.Mr. and Mrs. Bill 
Wllliani.s, Sidney, B.C, brothf.'r 
Lloyd and sister-inlaw Georgina, 
Sidney, B.r. lirother.H Robert and 
Richard at family residence. 
Kistera Carol and Sheila, V uiU:*rui, 
B.C., Lynn and Cathy at home; 
/.niece ’ Tammy; palernal 
i grandmother. Mrs, Anne Jones. 
' Victoria. B.C. Aunu*.. iiiiclch, 
cmwins.
PENTECOSTAL 
AS.SKMBI-Y OF GOD 
9182 E, Saanich Rd.
Rev. K,C, Harper 
Sunday Seho^d 9;45a,m:
11 ;0(i a m MorningWor.ship
Evangelistic Service 7:00 p.nv 
Tuesday
tible Study and Prayer 7;30 p.m 
Coming .special Childrens 
meetings June 17-21.3:00 p m, 
each day exceplFriday at 7:00 
p,m. .







HOLY TRINITY CHURCH 
Patricia Bav
No early Morning Service 
10:00 a.m, Morning Prayer




Rest Haven Drive, Sidney
SERVICES 
9:30 a.m. Saturday Study 
11:00 a.m. Worship
7:30 p.m. Wednesday Prayer 
ALL ARE WELCOME 





9fl25 • 51h St. 656.364.1 





9;,30 a.m. The Lord’s Supper 
U :00 a m. Family Bible 
1 lour and Sunday School 




u.C. vo&t?, Pastor • Pn, ftSMast
Wednesday
8 p.m, Prayer & Bible Study
ST, ANDREWS CHURCH 
3rd St. Sidney 
'2 Blocks K of Beacon 
R:00 a ,m. Holy Communion 
U:l5a,m. Family Service 
Rector Rev Rolxrt Sansoin 
6.56-4870 6,56-.5322
MEMORIAL GIFTS
In W«moiiiiw i10n«lion» IP Iho
CANADIAN CANCER 
SOCIETY
»fo sn lippr«ci«l«4 maik ol roipocl 
U!i»a *«clu»iv«ly lOf t«8#(lfCh. - 
should be letieri, or mailed lo es? 
Cuiiuioma Avenue. Victoria Card* are 
««ni 10 itie beroavect «nd an ollicial 
receipt lo IMn aoner,
We invite yon to .attend and 
enjoy die teaching from God'.s 










lYayer Meeting 7:30 p.m, 
Wodnesdav
Bible St udv 7;.3np,m,
Jesus said
‘’I am the Light of the World”.
SunOdyScnixii I0;00d,m,
iSAorn/rx ZiOrsn F W.COom.
evening Wor&hlr- J.OOp.m,
Pciivcr I. Praise WMeewov i*/0L p.m 
Youns f.'ridsv'T-Mn'nn
WELCO?Ae
Service will be held on 
Thursday, .lune i3, at ):tK) i>,m. 
S.mds Chapel of Roses, Mr. I’eter,/ 
Rashleigh and Mr. Frank Linens 
officiating Followed by 
mferment in Royal Oak Burial 
V*ark, Flowers are aeci'pialiie 
also dorintioiT.H to charily of 
choice.
BETHEL BAPTIST




Rev H f'unningliam 
6.52-1909 ’
Ol R l.AOY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION
w , y.;-* .•ini-.O-'. P.nn.-l
Saturday Mas.*! < 8p.m.
Sunday .Mass 9a,m.
Simday. June lO, 1974 




Pastor Darrel Eddy 656-50)2
.•s I. bl.l/.AlOviil .'itlll H( it
IfKWO Third .St . Sidney 
.SumLiy .Masses: Ii),i5





SIDNEY AND NORTH 
SAANICH 
Rev, R, Ron t'nni 
Church Office - 656-3213 
Manse 6.5ti-i9,3i:i 
ST, JOHN'S DEEP COVE 
Service of Wor ship 9 30 a ,m
ST. PAUL’S SIDNEY 
SerVice of Wor.ship D ,00 a ,m. 
Sumta v Sclmol 11 .(Ki a m. 
CENT HAL .SAANICH 
UNITED CHURCllES 
Upv . ..lulid M, V.'i.ud, U A ‘ 
Church Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-2748 -
SHADY CniuEK, 7U10 Ea.st'
.Sfditucli
Family Service and 
Sumlav School ft; 45 a .rn.
WBCARE
Dodicatod to Sarvlcfl 
sonalblo prlcoa
Your six community chapels











The largest independent, fnm* 
ily owtMid and eontrolled cFi«ln 
tn Canada. Sandirsince 1912. 
You are welcome to cornc in 
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TJIE GENERATION GAP between Sidney and Scotland was closed by W.A. Fraser of Chalet Road, Mrs. Gordon Gndmiindson of Sidney with 
local photographer Jane Sloan who superimposed the first and second baby Ronald, then added the fourth and fifth generations, Mrs. W.A, 
generations on this picture. Jane took the shot of the three youngsters, Fraser, and W.G. Fraser, both of Arbroath, Scotland.
HUSKY CHAIN SAW WITH 12” BAR REG.
SAVE W FATHER DAY SPECIAL FATHERS
Beacon Plaza Sidney
Gordon Ewan Expresses Doubts,
By PAT MANNING 
Saanichton Bay Marina has 
alv/ays been strictly planned as a 
local residential marina Bob 
Wright, president of the proposed 
development told The Review 
Tuesday.
He said rumours the marina 
would accommodate mostly 
mainland and U.S. boats were 
totally untrue.
Central Saanich, mayoralty 
candidate Gordon Ewan has his 
;-JoubtS.
“My position on the marina 
question is very basicj” he said.
“This land was zoned in 1967 as 
‘recreational commercial for 
marina use’. Presumably to be 
developed for the benefit of the 
residents of Central Saanich.
“It is our only access on the 
East coast to the marine 
recreational areas (Gulf Island 
recreational parks) set aside by 
our provincial government.
“I am all for a modes! 
development suited to our 
particular needs,
“I'm gravely concerned, 
however, lest the current 
proposal in its configuration, 
extent and operation will alienate 
this facility from the residents of 
Central Saanich in perpetuity and 
destroy Saanichton Bay.”
“I can see no benefit accruing 
to local residents and hence 
oppose this proposal in its current 
form”
NEGOTIATION PUOT’OSEl)
He went on tosay if it came to a 
public hearing he would be open 
tn negotiation,
“I arn sure an agriu'inent can 
1)0 negotiated that will provide 
both a reasonable operating 
profit to the develoiM'rs and a 
much needed recreational 
facility for the residents of 
Central Saanich and vleinit.v.”
Alderman Jean Butler sidd the 
(k'velopment would liavi; to l>e 
)(K)ked at very carefully and all 
the features objected to by 
council and the Indian band 
would have to bo dealt with.
Kbe said “nothing lia.s lieon 
doiK' l)ehind closed lioors” and
“there has deen excellent 
coverage by The Sidney Review 
although there has been no daily 
papers to give matters 
coverage.”
A meeting is being arranged by 
the Saanichton Bay marina 
people and the Indian band, she 
said, and council would wait until 
they had been advised that 
ma tters had been resolved 
between them. ■
“My position is that since all 
facts are not yet available and 
until all matters are resolved, I 
wouldn’t put council in a position 
to endorse the marina.”
SEEK COUNCIL APPROVAL
Wright said that although 
thousands of dollars had been 
invested in environmental, 
engineering and feasibility 
studies his company did not 
intend to go ahead with the
A new paint job is on the 
agenda for Sanscha Hall this year 
and, if funds can be stretched 
enough, a new' roof could bo 
added, .said Sanscha treasurer 
Howard Edwards.
The cheerful news came in the 
form of a $;t,r)(K) grant from Nortli 
Saariieh council. Council has been 
asked many times to contril)ute 
more to Sanscha’s operation.
I'blwards told The Review 
Sanscha’s operating budget Ibis 
year is at)ol $|.|,n(iu, The budget 
does not include renovations to 
the building but does include 
comph'tion of a concession stand.
Sanscha's finance committee is 
currently gelling an e.slimate on 
the paint job and a decision is 
expected to be made al the next 
general menil,»er.shii> meeting 
June av, he said.
"It's pri’lty hard tnfind money 
Tor ev ery I h i n g yon w im 1 I o d o," 
be said, adding the North Saanich 
grant wais a I,ng boost for 
Sanscha's lulure.
project “without the blessing of 
council”.
“We want to be welcomed to 
the area,” he said.
He said he was making 
arrangements to meet with the 
Indian band. ' v A
“We feel it is incumbenl upon 
us to put all the facts before them 
and be sensitive to their needs.”
Wright said the proposed 
marina utilizes a little less than 
lOO feet of wharfage, along the 
sljdre although t it will "containV
42,()()0 lineal feet of wharfage.) .t
VUnder the marina assistahee: 
program - the: v Federal 
Gover n m en t has a gr eed t o spend) 
$475,000 on dredging and a 
protecting . breakwater:) The 
Saanichton Bay Marina has 
guaranteed to spend at least that 
much or more on the 
development of the project.
Wright said he believes the 
nuirina is “a first cpiality 
project” but he is prepared "to 
walk away from it” if it is 
ilecmed unacceptable by council.
MEMORIAL GIFTS
In Momorlom donollons to Iho
CANADIAN CANCER 
' SOCIETY
are an apprsclalod mark o( rospocl 
uaod oxclusivniy for roooarch, and 
should be tekon, or moiled to 057 
Caledonia Avenue, Victoria. Cards are 
; sent to the bereaved and an ofllcinl 






Public iiolit;e' is hcrcliy given (u Ihe eleelor.s of Uig municipiilily .aloresiiiil (hat a poll has bee(,)iiie 
necessary ill the eleetioii now pending, and ihiil I liavt.' graiiied .stieh poll; and, lurlher. lluit llie 
persniis dtily ijoininaled as Candida It's at the said vice I ion, tor w'lioin only volt's will he recr'ived, art': ■ ;
SPBNAMK GTIIKB NAMK,S (IFFK'K TKBM (IFOFFICE
Birn j':M, JeanMarv




PUBUC NOTICE OF MEETING
The Corporation of the District 
of Central Saanich
^ , .il ■
ALL CANDIDATES MEETING
Brentwood Elementary School 
June 13th, 1974, at 8:00 p.ni.
THE PUBLIC IS 
CORDIALLY INVITED.





'■ . ■ Ave,' H, '|{, No’dl
VK,"rDRIA :
Itl'.l'ii Itovey ltd, 
SAANIGHTDN v
17WI Culira )\ve, 
SAANICHTON,
tMAVDH : DNF TO BF EI.KCTFOi 
Mayor Pncomiileted Term. 1710 V'erling ‘
. ■ ,Ave. U, B,.No,";j
VICTORIA
Dirt'clor, ITicomp]ei(.() Term, 
Dln'clor, l.Tieoniplr'led 'renn.
Mayor, I’neompleled Terni, liM:Tla>flisid('
Dr., .SAANICHTON
■A,,, (AI.IlEltAlAN : (INK TO BE ELECTED)
C1„\N’,;^HDS, William Edwiird Ablerman, t'nermiiiieicd Term. i;,U‘(Mounl Newton
“ ' .('roes ltd.., , ,
' ■ ■ ' SAANB'HTON,
I...V/,ABZ, Pi'rt'ival I’eter .Aldt'rman, Ihicompltdi'd Tt*rm. ntw Ciilira Vvi'






.Such poll will lie opent'd al Brentwood I'deim'mary School, Brentwood Bay, Keating Elemt'iiliTry 
School. Keating Munciipiil Hall. Saantchlon, an the i’2iid day til June, 1(174, hetweeii the Imurs.ot H.Oa 
a.m, iind il.nii p.m, and the Advance l*o!j willhe ttpened in the Munieipal Hal! on lh<‘20lli and ;ilst days 
ol .lunt', ptel, tKM,wet'ii die h(,nirs oi ;'„(io p,m. and .i..oo p.m., ol \t liieli evei y jm'i son is heicit.v n'quned 
to take nnliee and gttvern iiirnst'll aeeoi'dingly,
Fletchers 
Bake or Fry 
6 oz. Pkg.
(liivt'ii iindt'r iii\' Intnd at .Siianieliltin, B t’. tins oliday ol.hine, T.tel.
F iV JlLliKAND, 
Uelurniiig OHieer.
»nWH<MIKWNlUWtll^
Ranch Hand Quick ’n Easy Frozen
9 - 2 oz, 
Pkg.
V.'.\
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Activity Is The Spice Of Lite For 86 Year Old Who Has Baitt 861 Boats
BY PAT MANNING 
It might sound strange to speak 
of an 86 year old man as “doing 
his own thing” but Derrie Carter, 
who has recently moved to 
Amelia Avenue in Sidney, is 
doing just tliat.
Carter has been designing and 
building boats, all on his ow-n, for 
well over half a century - and he’s 
still at it.
“I work constantly,” he said.
“I find activitj' is the spice of life.
“If I sat down and did nothing, I 
wmildn’t last for too long.”
As a testimony to his produc- | 
tivity, Carter, by the end of last ' 
year, had built 861 boats. These 
boats range in size from eight 
feet to 50 feet Some have been 
row boats, some power boats and 
some sail boats. .-Ml have been 
constructed of B.C. red cedar, 
yellpw cedar and Eastern oak.
“I have built them all in my 
own shop by myself.” he said.
He said he learned his trade 
“by looking.”
INDIAN F.-\SH10N 
"I used my eyes. .A.11 my 
designing is- by eye - Indian 
fashion.”
All the boats that he has built 
have been of his own design.
“I strictly stick to the pioneer 
clinker wooden boats.”
A pioneer himself, it is not hard 
to understand why Carter 
favours wood boats over 
fibreglass and a simple basic 
design over something more 
modern.
Carter was three years old in 
1890 when his family moved to 
B.C. from Ontario. (The 
Canadian Pacific Railroad had 
been pushed through to the West 
CMSt only five years earlier). 
The family homesteaded in Uie 
backwoods, up the Stave River, 
about TO miles from where it
They lived in a small log house
about 10 miles from a settlement 1 
of any size.
“I had only one month of public 
school education,” Carter said.
He said his parents gave liim a 
basic ABC education but there 
was very little time to do much 
teaching. His father went into the 
logging business using two 
o.xen to pull the logs out of the 
woods. He often worked 10 or 12 
hours a day without any of the 
modern conveniences.
His mother cooked for the 
logging crew as well as looking 
after her family of nine children.
In 1903 a hydro power plant was 
built at the Slave River Falls. 
Carter worked for the posver 
company for several years.
“But 1 always wanted to build 
boats,” he said.
In 1908 he started with Wallace 
Shipyards as an apprentice 
working for eight cents an hour. 
The shipyards were located at the 
north end of the old Granville St. 
bridge.
THREF. BRIDGES 
“Fve seen three Granville St. 
bridges being built,” he declared.
Carter said his job as an ap­
prentice turned out to be little 
more than that of a choreboy. He 
stuck it out for two years and 
then quit.
He went into house con­
struction and was made a 
foreman but continued to build 
boats on the side. Eventually he 
gave up house building altogether 
and became a full time boat 
builder and designer . He has 
been at it ever since, 
j Carter said safety is the 
1 primary consideration in the 
I boats that he builds. Then comes 
I durability and economy. .
Most people say I should 
charge twice as much as I do for 
my boats," he said. “But I’ve 






The Central Saanich Bicycle 
Safety Course works -- there 
hasn't been a seriotis bicycle 
accident in the municipality since 
it began three years ago.
The course, sponsored by the 
Lions Club and taught by. Central 
Saanich police Sgt. Ross Yuill, is 
offered to school children and 
consists of six two-hour se.ssions.
Traffic signs, .signalling, 
balance, and bicycle 
maintenance are all part of the 
program and each youngster 
receives a certificate after 
passing the “roadeo” exomat the 
end of the course.
Some 200 school children 
participated this year. Yuill said, 
and hopefully there will be more 
next year with the course 
beginning in September.
He says he has saved more 
than most people who do get $12 
an hour.
Carter feels a good cedar 
wooden boat will outlast two 
fiberglass boats and cost half the 
price. He says he has noticed 
quite a demand for wooden boats 
once again now that fiberglass is 
priced so high.
However, the problem now is 
that of obtaining the cedar with 
which to build his boats. He feels 
very strongly there should not be 
the shortage in B.C. that 
presently exists. He attributes 
the shortage to the policy of 
logging companies to sign long 
term contracts with foreign 
countries and to a wasteful 
method of logging.
“When I was at Langford six 
; years ago I got a large load of 
; cedar. They said it was to be my 
j last load - that I couldn't have 
" anymore. Japan gets it all now.”
^ Since coming to Sidney. Carter 
i has had an order in with one 
I logging company for the past .six 
I months and he is presently trying 
‘ others.
; Carter feels there is “a 
; tremendous waste of cedar in the 
I woods.” This is caased, he said.
; by the use of heavy equipment 
j which tears logs to pieces as they 
1 are being taken out of the woods, 
especially in hilly country.
.■i.lso the policy of logging 
companies to burn before they 
reforest is very wasteful, Carter 
feels. He said there are lots of 
logs lying around because the 
company just takes out the logs 
that will make the most money.. 
WASTE CEDAR
“If they would let a private ■ 
company go in and take out the 
“waste" cedar we could save a 
lot," he exclaimed, “But they 
won’t let you touch it.”
He also pointed to the lack of 
fuel being experienced by many 
today and noted “there is a 
tremendous amount of fuel being 
lost in the, v.'oods.”
“If only they would let people 
clean it up and take it home in­
stead of burning it.” - 
At present Carter has enough 
material to build an eight or ten 
foot boat and is presently waiting 
for / equipment To come- from 
Quebec, In> the meantime he 
builds; tables and chairs of Tils; ; 
own design and has been making: 
wooden signs, ;something he 
started doing in 1963-:
His "Signs have gone to South; 
Africa, England, Florida and a 
lot to Ontario. His boats may be 
found as far North as .-Maska, as 
far South as California and as far 
East as Florida. ,
The design for one of his boats - 
the 12 foot special - is now being 
used extensively in Norway.
Norwegian named Jens 
Jensen came over to Canada 
looking for a 12 foot boat that 
would row about six rn.p.h.
There is a big trend to go back 
to rowing and get away from 
outboards, Carter said.
When Jensen conUicied him. 
Carter built him a boat from 
plans in his head. He then put the 
plans on paper and sold Jensen 
the boat and the design,
“I'm old enough to forget any
CGLLIMS MARKET
2335 AMITY DR. - COR. PAT BAY HWY. 
10 a.m.-7 n m Closed Sundays & Holidays
1
Special BOYS and GIRLS CRUSADE with 
Miss Evelyn Glosser of Alexandria Minnesota
EXCiTi.\G....
action ^T'CKED,












'11'- ^ ' '•
PRIZES... .RIDDLES
$0© it Gli...©njoy it aiL-.b© th©r©!!
■1.1
. r \1>L sr.\K PS AlOND.-W, JU.NE 17, 18, 
I!). 2u and 21......RIGHT .AFTER SCHOOL
.\T ;i;00 p.rn. -VT THE
royalties." he said. ”1 told him he 
could do whal he liked with 
them.”
Carters generosity also ex­
tends to sharing with others his 
knowledge and skill. In the past 
years he has taken on a number 
of students whom he has trained 
in the fine art of building wooden 
crafts.
Last year he had six students, 
He only takes one at a time "so 
that I can look after them without 
distraction.” He said usually the
.students are young men who 
want to built their own boat and 
come to him for advice.
"I let them learn on their own 
boat and show them how to go 
about it,” he said.
Al 86 years of age and 861 boats 
I later. Derrie Carter is still "doing 
i his own thing” quietly carrying 
I on the quality workmanship and 
! traditions of generations of wood 
i craftsmen that are fast disap- 
1 pearing in an age of 
! fiberglass, steel and cement.
ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHURCH
CHARBROILED STEAKS 
Beacon Piaza Sidney :
I 91S2 EAST SAANICH RD.
I Simple dlreciions: Go West on McTavish from Pat Bay
LH*vy. 2 blocks North on Kast Saanich.SM







ALL OTHER LIGHTERS, PIPES AND ACCESSORIES
LIGHTERS 99c to 815.95 
ACCESSORIES
PIPES 9Sc to 835.0€ 
OVER 300
TO CHOOSE FROM 29c to 816.95
PIPE TOBACCO Regular 66c 3N'°‘‘ i^P
Amphora, Borkum Riff, Edgeworth, Sail Etc.
55'
AND remember OCR











Smoke & Candy Shoppe 
2523 BEACON AVE.
(The Ground Level Store With Down To Earth Pricesl
AT BUTLER BROTHER'S EQUIPMENT DiViSiON WE HAVE THE WIEN & 
MATERIAL TO REPAIR OR MAKE NEW INSTALLATIONS TO YOUR
IRRiGATlON SYSTEM
: SIITiLEfI :S«OT«E#IS
, . : ■ , 652-11,21 : Equipment Div. 
204C Keating Cross Road
SIDNEY AREA
Kviu'iienced man-wlfe.l,«nitor Team wanted immediately by 
leading eleaniug company. (lotKl Job for right couple.
F'ANTASTiC EXPERIENCE!
Call IT9-T539 fw Intervless
Sergeant Rosjs Yuill
It Silver Threads 
News In Review
Monday. 9 a.m, - centre open; 
l,L5 p,m. - Avhist 2 p.m. ■ vols. 
corps, tea, Tuesday. 9 a.m. ■ 
centre open; lO a;m. « fierenader.9
REMEMBER DAD
VwtlMV




centre open 10 a m,
Noon - hot dinner, 7 p m 
practice,
Thursday. • 9 a.m • centre 
open, 1,15 - whist. 7,00 p.m. cake 
decorating, Friday. 9 o.m. • 
■ bridge'7
I 4
centre open. 1,15 p.m. - ’ 
p.m. • crib. Saturday, T p m. to 





Sidney Aid. Chris Andersen Has 
aald he w’fiuld like to get the 
public more involved in tin.* 
Town's community planning.
WITH A FAMOUS LLOYDS POLICE BAND RADIO 
WHEN THE SIREN GOES
YOUR LLOYDS TELLS YOU WHATS HAPPENING








Your Complete Home Entertainment Centre
2383 BEACON AVE. 656-3012
'.'L'LL COME BACK 
t ^aHV;P^:PSO^^ vQU WiLL 
KSeeVER VOURSFLP




■ ' ?. r.'! ■■ i.,'.; i’-'- ■:'«
■ CawfUifilsni-) n,“i,. ‘ .;4 :■ j.,i
□ ■ CAMP THUNDERBIRD '' -..
G WILDERNESS HI ' ........
□ COUNSELLOR II'J TRAINING - i-'HO',!; 2ip .....
^ ;f c
m
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Land’s End Road Resident 
Retires After Five Years 
With Blood Donor Panel
By Pat Manning 
It is 4:00 a.m.
The city is quiet and still. 
Suddenly the silence is pierced 
by the wailing siren of an 
ambulance and the squealing of 
' brakes as it pulls up in front of the 
hospital.
A flurry of activity ... then the 
phone rings in a North Saanich 
home.
The hospital is short of a 
certain type of blood.
A call is made to Major Charlie 
MacNeill, Lands End Road, for 
he is the one man in the Greater 
Victoria area who can find the 
right donor and see to it he gets to 
the hospital in time to save a life.
Up until two weeks ago 
MacNeill was the supervisor of 
the Red Cross Blood Donor Panel 
and as part of his responsibilities 
he carried with him at all times a 
list of emergency donors.
Five Year Job
He said in the five years he has 
been supervisor, there has never 
been an instance when they were 
not able to supply the blood 
needed.
“One time we needed five 
donors immediately of a certain 
type of blood. I received a call at 
4:15 a.m.
We had them to the hospital by 
5:00 a.m.”
MacNeill said he carried a 
pageing unit with him at all times 
in the event that he couldn’t be 
reached by phone.
“I was on duty 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week,” he said.
Following the second World 
War, Red Cross Blood Donor 
Clinics were set up first in 
Vancouver, then in Victoria and 
then in other cities across 
Canada. Major MacNeill became 
involved in 1969 "following his 
retirement from the armed 
services.
He said he didn’t know a thing 
aboutblood donor clinics when he 
applied for the position of 
supervisor, except that he had 
some experience arranging for 
clinics when he was inthe forces. 
That he is a fast learner is 
testified to by the increase in 
clinics and donors since he took 
over.
8000DONORS
In 1969 there were 42 blood 
- donor clinics held in the Greater 
Victoria area, the Peninsula and 
areas south of the Malahat. At 
present there are 68. Blood 
donors increased from 5000 to 
over 8000.
Major MacNeill attributes the 
success of the clinics to the 
efforts of the local people who 
sponsor them and the people in 
the community who volunteer 
their services. The Red Cross will 
not allow any paid advertising so 
“we have to depend on our 
sponsors for this”.
In Sidney the clinics were not 
too successful, Major MacNeill 
said, but now there are two a 
year. One is sponsored by the 
Rotary and one is spoasored by 
the Kinsmen.
“The number of donors 
attending the clinics is increasing 
each time.”
In spite of this increase Major 
MacNeill reported:
“We don’t collect enough blood 
in Victoria to provide for the 
needs of our hospitals.”
He explained all blood collected 
in B.C. is sent to the Central Red 
Cross Blood Bank in Vancouver. 
There it is tested and stored 
under refridgeration. As 
hospitals in the province require 
blood they teletype or phone. 
Each hospital usually knows 
ahead of lime the amount and 
type of blood they will require 
and then it is sent by aircraft or 
the fastest means of 
transportation. Also every 
hospital keeps a stock of every 
type of blood on hand.
Blood Lasts 21 Days
Major MacNeill said blood 
lasts for 21 days and then 
becomes too fragile for 
transfusions. It is then used for 
serums, plasms and other 
derrivalives of blood.
“No blood is ever wasted,” he 
emphasized.
The emergency list of donors is 
necessary for a bad accident will 
cause “a tremendous drainage on 
the blood bank.” Also in the 
case of certain types of bleeders 
they must have fresh blood.
Major MacNeill has found 
donors to be a most enthusiastic 
group of people.
“In fact some donors who have 
given their blood twice in one 
month (once every three months 
is the most one should give) in 
order to save a life.
And they will come out at any 
time during the day or night, he 
added.
The clinics set up in the 
Greater Victoria area are mobile 
units which are headquartered in 
yancouver. They travel all oyer 
Vancouver and the Island. One 
suggestion Major MacNeill has 
for improving the situation here 
is that a stationary unit be set up 
in.Victoria.' 'V;: '[■
“Then in the case of an 
emergency we could draw blood 
immediately,” he said.
Canadians anything.”
Major MacNeill said the Red 
Cross is happy to accept any 
donors between the ages of 18-25. 
(Boys 17 years of age are 
accepted if they have their 
parents consent. Girls must be 18 
because il takes longer for the 
iron content in their blood to build 
up.)
To have a successful clinic 
there should be at least 75 donors 
although “we prefer 100”. Major 
MacNeill explained how much 
effort and time was involved in 
setting up a clinic.
“When I have a clinic going 1 
usually work 12-14 hours a day,” 
he exclaimed.
It is not hard to understand why 
Major MacNeill’s doctor said he 
must cut down on his activities 
and recommended his retirement 
as supervisor of the blood donor 
panel.
“I’ve thoroughly enjoyed it,” 
said Major MacNeill.
“I’ve found it very rewarding.” 
And Major MacNeill can know 
he retires with the thanks of 
those whose lives depended on 
the right donor being there at the 
right time.
MAJOR CHARLIE MacNEILL recently Victoria Blood Donor Panel relaxes at his 





Wher® meats ar® a specialty, not a sideline
LOCAL BOTCHEBS







He cited the Easter weekend as 
an example when there was “a 
tremendous shortage”. He was 
constantly being called on to find 
and send emergency donors to 
the hospital.
Major MacNeill told of one 
service available to Canadians 
that he felt was not as well known 
as might be.
The Red Cro.ss has a reciprocal 
agreement in the U.S., Australia, 
New Zealand, Britain and several 
other countries whereby a 
Canadian requiring blood 
traasfusions d(H!s not have to pay 
for them.
“Wc often have people 
travelling lo Hawaii for 
example,” he said, “who have to 
havean operation. Bloixl can cost 
up to$100 a pint but it doesn’t cost
OPEN TILL midnight 
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Recreation Commission
This is the last chanceSummer Playground 
Program
Thi.s program is now planned 
and will consist of such activilie.s 
as arts itnd crafts, minor sports 
vind gjtines, music, drama anfl 
special events, It will be 
organized by well-lrtutted and 
responsible lenders anti will be 
geared to the interest levels of the 
children partici|)ating.
The TOT LOTS will be for 
children of pre school age, and 
there will Iw a program held in 
San.scha Clulihouse, North 
Saanich School, and Sidney 
Elemcntary School, This ex- 
(ytnsion is intended to bring tlie 
program closer to your neigh- 
liorhootl,
THE PLAYGHOl'NH will N? for 
children from 6 - 1'2 years of tige 
and will Ix' held al Snascha Hall.
Each program will commence 
a.s follows: Isl Session - July 2 - 
July 19; 2nd Session - July 22 - 
August 9; 9;:t(i ■ U ”10 a m.. 4 
mornings tx.-r weekl 
The cost will lx- W.oo per child 
for each week sehsioti.
HF'.GISTIIATION will he held 
from June 17 - June 2'1 Indw een 10 
a m. and 12 p.m,, and between 2 
p.m, and 4 p.m., at lh»i
ilecreation Office, 9768 isl 
Avenuv, ' ^
Register soon — space i.s 
limited. IriformaUon; 6rd)-4914
M.l() a.rn, 12 p.rn ) ,
Don’t forget to register for the 
B.C.Y.A. Sailing Course to be 
iieUI on ,bme 24lli lo June
Siieaking of Sailing, last week, 
June 2nd to Juno Htb was Water 
Safety Week, Lives depend on 
vvab'r safely knowledge ... Iliiak 
about il... get informed ,, and In* 
earelul Ibis summer on, around 
and near ihe water, If you would 
like written information eon- 
eernlng water safely, liasic 
lifesaving nr boating safi'ly, 
please come down to the 
Hecreation Office and we svill lie 
happy to lielp you.
U you think you may be able to 
help with the summer prograrn.s 
in a voliinloer eapaeity, please 
phoni' 6ri6-i9i4, Henicmber It is 
often very rewarding and 




*» ms PORK CHOPS 
iiubs PORK BUn STEAKS
,a ite ground beef 
<» lb. ground round









1 5-6 lb. Poly Bags
1 CHICKEN LEGS 99‘.b.
COME AND ENJOY A BUFFET LUNCH 
WEEK DAYS AT THE CHALET
GREAT VARIETY OF FRESH VEGETABLES 
SEA FOOD - HOT DISHES - ALL COOKED IN 




Open Daily 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
SPECIALIZING IN FRESH CUT MEATS 
i AND HOte: FREEZING SUPPLIES
There are over 50 points of difference 
(and superiority) in a NATIONAL Home 
compared to others in the industry*
YOU TOO, SHOULD MAKE 
A FEATURE-BY-FEATURE 
COMPARISON
Before you buy or build any borne, make Ihe cumparison 
like we did ... yoii’ll sec over 50 points of difference in the
National one.
Compare such features as wall and roof shcaihing, basic 
designing, c.tbinctiy, windows and olhcr important ilems . . . 
rnore tliar) , enough 'to convince you of National's VAlUb.
■ See iiw umplctc range 'of am'seventy cnmponvnnhuilt 
home (Jesigtis in National's (atalogaes. Custom building. too, 
if you have a favourite "dream home" plan, Bui before you 
start that alfimporlahl purchase, mghe the lomparison of a 
na tional home with any on the market. Now haw many 










• « - « - MAtl r:OUf'ON TOOAV
national HOMhS lIMIThD
uox AUfiOTTSfoun, u,'-, iv<v
I'kiCif eu*’Inletnuaii,a‘)iiui Uu* Imrnt 
.r ' *1.,fl It'iif* r',r f IK11 (* 5110 II '
NAMf; ........... .. .
Anoutss . , I ■.
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SUPERIOR Elusion reMrs^ siNET BRAN
FOKMIEKLY BARKY'S AUTO BODY
NOW A COMPLETE AUTO BODY SERVICE CENTRE
ON THE SAANICH PENINSULA
2104 MALAVIEW AVE.
SIDNEY VICTORIA
2104 MALAVIEW AVE. PEMSKOKE ST.
6S&-T712
’7 =',{>f'^'t!?,'';'. «lS,i( Luii.
■ "’1
Wednesday, June 12, 1974
TALK ®f feh«TOWn
WOULD YOU LIKE THE SAANICH PENINSULA TO 
HAVE A COMMUNITY TELEVISION STUDIO?
MIKE GLARABUT 
2307 Amelia Ave,
Yes, I think so.
It would serve to 
promote a type of 
industry on the 
peninsula.
Perhaps a community 
television studio would 
bring the people closer 
together by keeping 





I think there is a lack 
of coverage in this area 
by the television media.
I often wondered why 
CHEK T.V. didn’t come 
out and cover more 
events such as sports 
activities, the rowing 
race etc,
With a community 
television studio maybe 





I have a son going in 
for drama he was in 
the drama that 
Parkland School put on 
and he. doesn’t want to 
leave B.C. to further his 
career
Tlie sooner they get 
something like that in 
this area the better.
We need something 
like that around here.
NADYNEFLUGER 
2135 Skylark Lane 
Oh yes, I think it 
would be a good idea.
It might not be too 
practical but it would be 
a good idea.
The more things we 
have like that in the 
area the better for the 
Peninsula.
■ JIM EARL : ' ;
7243Seabrook
Yes.
They could broadcast 
local things of interest 
to the community.
For example, they 
could conduct on the 
street interviews and 
cover sports events.
It would be a means of 
informing local people 
of events and 
happenings in the 
community.
MRS. IL CHAMBERS 
2127Colinwood 
I question whether 
there is enough going on 
and enough people in 
this area lo be covered 
by a community 
television studio.
If it was tied In with 
thr* onr» in Victoria it 
would be more use.
1
ESQUIMALT-SAANICH NDP CANDIDATE ADVOCATES PRICE AND INCOME CONTROL
Page 9
A federal price and incom. 
control board would lorce the 
Canadian government to 
establish more secondary in­
dustry to curb inflation, sayi 
Esquimalt-Saanich NDP can­
didate Peter Smart.
Smart told The Review the 
NDP suggests price and wage 
controls as an alternative to the 
Progressive Conservative 
Party's proposed 90-day freeze 
which Esquimalt-Saanich MP ] 
Donald Munro said would allow i 
contributors to the Canadiai. i 
economy time to “stop and ; 
reflect” on priorities.
Under the NDP’s "two-prict ‘ 
system" Canada would e.xport 
inflation and hold prices down on 
commodities produced and sold 
within the country. Smart said.
Canada currently exports raw 
materials and imports most 
manufactured goods, he said, and 
the establishment of more 
secondary industries using 
materials produced within the 
country would decrease the need 
lo import as many manufactured 
goods.
.A, price and income control 
board would have the power to 
regulate prices and, if necessary, 
“roll back” prices on some items, 
he said.
adding the idea looks good on 
laper but becomes a major 
onlributor to inflation wher 
(ctually put into effect.
On the subject of taxation 
Smart supports the idea of taking 
from the rich and giving to the 
')oor.
“Imperial Oil today is making 
-.1 million clear profit a day." he 
'.aid adding other large cor- 
)orations made 50 per cent more 
n 1973 than in 1972 “and '72 was a 
.lood year".
There should also be more 
federal tax cuts "right across the 
hoard," he said.
Tax cuts for low income group! 
•hould be about $400, about $200 
.or a family man earning about 
$13,000, he 'said, and p<mple 
earning above $25,000 don't 
deserve tax reductions.
The Tory's proposed pensior 
policy, which would allow both a 
husband and wile to collect a 
pension when either spouse 
•caches G5 providing the dif- 
‘erenccinages is no more than 15 
\ears, is similar to the NDP’s 
proposed pension policy, he said.
However, Smart said, the NDP 
would place no restrictions on the 
ge difference.
A merchant marine for Canada 
is also part of Smart’s platform.
Last year the federal govern­
ment poured $28 million into 
subsidizing an eastern ship­
building company and of that. 
$15.8 million went into building 
foreign ships, he said.
That money could have been 
used to develop a Canadian fleet, 
he said, which would create 
numerous jobs for Canadians and 
generate more foreign business.
After World War II Canada had 
the third-largest merchant 
marine. Smart said, and now 
there is only one ship rusting in
Halifax. ,
A healthier Canada is Smart’s 
claim to uniqueness for this 
election.
He believes the average 
Canadian, in his or her mid­
fifties, is unhealthy and the 
government should provide 
clinics where people can get 
advice on diets and exercise.
If such clinics were effective, 
health expenses could be. cut 
down, he said.
“If you have a nation that is 
weak and not healthy, a lot of the 
things we’re fighting for are 
worthless,” he said.
Smart’s campaign manager is 
Esquimau NDP Association past' 
president Alex Adams.
Fesshi&n Eyewear with a flosf
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED CONTACT LENSES 
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE PLASTIC EYES 
TERMS AVAILABLE
raisemram siptcm
1025 Douglas St. 
1105 Pandora Ave. 
1175 Douglas St. 
1120 Yates St.
159 Trunk Rd. 
Duncan, B.C. 
103 9775 4th St., 
Sidney, B.C,
The board should also have the 
power to place restrictioas on 
excessive advertising and un­
necessary packaging which often 
boost costs, Smart said.
Smart described the Con­
servatives’ price and income 
freeze as an “unworkable 
scheme” citing Britain and the 
United Slates as countries where 
the system has failed.
The price and income freeze 
was the main .reason for the last 
British election, he said.
Under the system producers 
often hold their products until the 
freeze is over and then skyrocket 
prices, he said.
Federal Tory leader Robert 
Stanfield “is just making a 




of Sidney’s RCMP 
has been given a
From-Jjbrariaji
k -'ByMARY-KIERANS y. 
“Summer time ... and the livin’ 
is easy for everyone, that is, 
but the cook. L,
If you are one of those women 
who slaved over a hot stove last 
year while everyone else went 
fishing, be liberated! By getting a 
few hints and recipes now, you 
can beat the heat this summer.
Miriam Ungerer’s TOO HOT 
TO COOK BOOK (641.5) is a 
lively guide to keeping cool in the 
kitchen while serving easily 
prepared, tasty meals in the hot 
weather. By taking advantage of 
in-season vegetables and fro.sh 
fish and fruits, .she makes her 
meals big events. The in­
formality of summer en­
tertaining and the gregarious 
a.spects of the hibachi when aided 
by this book make last minute 
guests welcome for the cook as 
well as the rest of the family.
For the boating enthusiasts, a 
ladies’ sailing group have pul 
their head.s together to come up 
with THE OALLEV SL.WE’S 
(ilTOE ((i41.575j. Under the 
heading, Some Helpful 11 inks, 
they suggest ideas such as: 
put ling a wet towel on the 
worktable to keep dishes from 
sliding and hreaking during 
heavy weather; baking soda is 
gowl for stings; placing a few 
grains of rice in the salt shaker 
will help prevent caking from 
inositure; remove mildew from 
life jacket.s with 2 latilefipoons of- 
li(iui(i bleach in 4 cups of water, 
or lemon juice in direct sunliglit.
As you can see,’I'HE (i,\I.I-EV 
SL.VVE’.S (ll'lDE bs a pi’acUcal 
l)ook, and. with its 200 recipes, it 
is a must for you if you; have a 
boat in your family.
Arlene Cardzo has a different 
answer to the summer cooking 
problems, bul her tochniciues are 
for year-round use. THE 
LIItEHATKI) COOK BOOK 
is a “hook for the hostess 
who wants to bo a gue.st at her 
own table”. It is not lor the faint 
hearted, but with a pinch of this, 
a handful of that, and a short pour 
of the other, in minutes you have 
a dellcioufs meal and have ctit' 
Itours of mealtimo preparation,
“laheraiion is not getting your 
husband to tSo it nastcad. Tnu!'.s 
just huck-passlng, Uberatioti is 
eliminating the need for sharing 
the (Irudgerv hv ellminniing or 
. reducing Ihe drudgery," Sounds 
' good!
For a summer where even the 
iwik lem enlov (he sun, drop into 
the Sidney' North Saanich Branch 
of (he^ Itrgion.d 1 .ilirary for flu'se 




On .June 1st Corporal .Alan 
Tomlin was elevated to the 
rank of sergeant. Tomlin has 
been with the force 18 years and . 
has been stationed in Sidney for 
the past four months.
Sergeant Tomlin told The 
Review during an interview 
lollowing his promotion that a . 
recent series of break-ins along 
Beacon Avenue appear to be at 
an end. He attributes this in part 
to an increase of foot patrols on 
the part of his ten man 
contingent.
“I’d also like to see the local 
merchants take a little more 
interest in making certain Their 
j)remises are secure and well 
locked.” said Tomlins.
He feels residents on the ^ 
peninsula should lock their- 
honaes wheheverr they j go V put, 
“Tt-s amazing; the number of 
people who don’t. ‘ ‘We have quite 
a transient population; here. They 
seem to be one of the main source 
of house break-ins.”
Tomlins says that while there is 
a definite drug problem existent 
on the peninsula it is not too 
.serious.“We have a small core of 
hard drug users here,” he 
explained. “They are our main 
concern.”
Like his counterpart in Central 
Saanich Sergeant Tomlins also 
makes regular patrols in this 






Fit.rERED SOFT WATER 
HELP YOU FIGHT THE 
HIGH COST OF 
LIVING! ,
You'll tavB on soBps, 
detergents, shampoos, 
clothes, water healing 


















Frifay and Saturday, June 14 and 15
Great timing for Father’s Day shoppers — Bonus Days 
feature all kinds of money-saving. Dad-pleasing gift ideas. 
Great timing for summer arid vacation time shoppers, too —- 
Bonus Days bring you special prices on family and home needs 
for now through summer. Shop early Friday for the pick of 
the bargains . remember, you can shop’til 9:00 p.m. Friday, 
5:30 p.m. Saturday.
SERGE ANT ALAN TOMLINS
CHARBROILED STEAKS 
Beacon Plaza Sidney store 1 nf or ma tion 382-7141
A
WILL BRING
TO YOUR DOOR EVERY WEEK
eaa YOU ACT iOW
ON JULY 1ST.. SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE 
REVIEW MUST INCREASE TO ®6.00 PER 
YEAR.
NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS AND RENEWALS 
PAID BEFORE THEN. HOWEVER. WILL BE 
ACCEPTED AT: ■
If You Already Subscribe. Clip The 
Address Label From This Paper And 
Send It With A Cheque To:
THE SIDNEY REVIEW
Box 2070, Sidney, B.G. V8L 3S5
NEW SUBSCRIBERS
PHONE 6564151
.And Wo Will Do The Rost
MIlUM
r
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SIDNEY’S OLD FIRE TRUCK is now used to water Howim-s in ilic 'luun ■■ h.-a 
planters.
Old Fire Truck Waters Flowers
Sidney municipal gardener Bob 
Jackson has created more work' 
for the Town’s old fire truck — 
watering the new flower boxes 
every second day.
The boxes were installed last 
week along Beacon Avenue — 
two to a block from Fifth to the 
Sidney Museum. There are four
■ ^ Parkland 
Raffle Sends 
Two To-Hawaii
The winners of the raffle, 
drawn on Friday, May 31st, are 
as follows;
1st prize - Trip for two to 
Hawaii - Miss Bonnie Cook, 5251 
Pat Bay Highway, Victoria. 2nd 
prize - Side of Beef - Mr. Ron 
Swan, 425 Spartan Road, 
Saanich. 6 - 3rd prizes - Cash 
prize of llO.OO - G. Lovitt, 1120 
Beach Drive, Victoria; D. Searle, 
2012 Courser Drive, Sidney; C. R. 
Nunn, 9045 Lochside DrWe, 
Sidney; Dolina Starr, 895 Clayton 
Road, Sidney; D.B. Edwards, 
5088 Prospect Lake Road, 
Victoria; B: Keates, 10444 All Bay 
Road, Sidney.
The organizers of the raffle, 
sponsor Mr. Burgess; Chairman 
Judith Lewis; and Vice- 
Chairman Greg Porteous, would 
like to thank everyone who 
supported the event. The money 
raised is to be used for athletic 
equipment for the school.
boxes in front of the municipal 
hall.
Jackson planted marigolds and 
red and white petunias for the 
summer and there’s been no 
decision on what will be planted 
in the fall, said Aid. Pat Merrett.
If the flowers are successful, 
she said, council may decide to 
provide more next year.
The cement planters were 
made by the public works 
department. Inside are wooden 
boxes which can be removed 
without removing the cement 
box, she said, adding “It’s a good 




Somebody returned the press 
table to the North Saanich council 
chambers Monday. Last week the 
table had mysteriously disap­
peared and reporters were 








GARDENING BOOKLET ANSWERS 
QUESTIONS FOR GARDENERS
Do you want to know' the best 
methods of preparing the ground 
for your 1974 garden spot, what, 
when and how to fertilize the 
exact depth to plant your spinach 
and onion sets, or answers to 
other such gardening questions 
normally asked about this time of 
year?
The answers are found in a 
publication entitled “The Home 
Vegetable Garden” recently re­
issued by the horticultural 
branch of tlie British Columbia 
department of agriculture.
Other useful topics discussed 
include the general layout of a 
garden for either the coastal or
interior areas, construction 
methods for hotbeds and cold 
frames and a summarized 
planting chart for the more 
common vegetable crops in the 
garden.
With the relative increase in 
the cost of foodstuffs, many 
people are taking a more active 
interest in growing their own 
vegetables.
To obtain this publication, 
write to the Publications Office, 





1st Session; July 2 - July 19 
2nd Session: July 22 - Aug. 9
Ages; Tot Lots — preschool 
Playground — 6 - 12
9:30 - 11:30 a.m.
4 mornings per week
Cost: $3.00 per session
SAANICHTON TAIR GROUNDS 
HORSESHOW’
JUNE 29th.
Registration: June 17 - 21 10 a.m. -12 p.m. & 2 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
Information: 656-4914 office hours 10 a.m. -12 p.m.
SIDNEY RECRiATION COMMISSION





WILL BE COMPLETE 






• RADIOS & STEREOS
• TELEVISION
• TOYS







• CHILDREN S WEAR








• PLUMBING 8. HEATING 
. TIRES, BATTERIES
TACK SHOP








2488BEACON A’JE., SIDNEY 656-5321
FORMERLY THE GEM THEftTRE.
n ra MliiWP I9hhIH ■MIBM 'lillBllw' ■ WKmSKKm mOSOMm
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LENGTH OF BOAT........ NO. OF CREW
/ hereby agree to hold the Review Publications Ltd,, their officers or
ro/ndemmfy them against any and all claims I 
Revlew^^ ^ ^ pa/t/c/pal/on and entry In the Great Sidney Rowing
Nsm® Address Sex Signature
(please indicate single address lo which further information should be 
directed)
PHONE (at which a crew member may be contacted)
ALL CREW MEMBERS (or the parent or guardian of crew members 
under nineteen years of age) must affix their signatures above before 
their entry will be accepted.
Changes in crew must be brought to the attention of race officials prior to 
8:30 a.m., Saturday, July 6, 1974.
(If more than one form is required to list all crew, please clearly label all 
sheets as forming one entry)
A TWO DOLLAR ENTRY FEE PER CREW MEMBER IS REQUIRED. 
Entry form, together with entrance fee may be mailed to GREAT 
SIDNEY ROWING REVIEW COMMITTEE, P.O. BOX 2193 SIDNEY, 
B.C. OR forms may be dropped off at offices of Sidnev Review on Third 
Street.
Sunday June 2 - Harvey’s 
Sporting Goods over Brentwood 
Properties & Esso 4 - 0. Winning 
pitcher - G. Hartshorne.
Sunday, June 2 - Sidney Paint 
Pot over Sidney Hotel 4-0. 
Winning pitcher - C. Jossul.
Monday June 3 Brentwood 
Propeties Esso over Sidney 
Merchants 8-7. Winning pitcher - 
R. Corpus. (Rain out - played 
Sunday.)
Tuesday, June 4 - Rained out to 
be played June 16th at 1.00,
Students 
To Clean Up 
Paint Mess
Parkland School sUidtuit 
council intends to begin a cleanup 
of walls painted by other student-s 
on graduation night.
Principal Joe Lott told The 
Review a student council 
delegation apprcKiched building 
owners who were victims of the 
vandalism. Those hit were 
Robinsons, Safeway, the School 
District Office, Sidney Art, the 
Peacock Restaurant, 
Alexander’s, the Sidney Paint 
Pot and McCandlish Automotive 
supply.
The school is currently getting 
an estimate of the damage and is 
hopeful the student council will 
be able to afford the 
redecorating.
“The rest of us pay for the 
donkeys all the time,” said Lott 
adding the merchants of Sidney 
have offered help to Parklands 
students numerous times and it’s 
unfortunate a few students have 
marred the reputation of the 
school.
SIDNEY SOFTBALL IN REVIEW
6:30 p.m.Wednesday, June 5 - Paint Pot 
over Van Isle Mounties 18-3. 
Winning pitcher - E. Achtzner.
Thursday, June 6 - Sidney 
Merchants over KOA 12-1. 
Winning Pitcher A Strandlund.
Friday, June 7 - Brentwood 
Properties — Esso over Sidney 
Hotel 1-0, Winning pitcher — R. 
Corpus.
Games - Sanscha Park Monday 
•Friday-6:30 p.m. Sunday 3:00 &
League Standings 








Newly decorated wall at Sidney Paint Pot will have to be 
repainted.
AT SIDNEY TIRE 










2817 Resthaven Drive, 
Sidney
MARINE AUTO HOME









WITH A FLEET OF 40 CARS 
TO SERVE YOU BETTER
RENT-A-CAR
THE 24 HOUR U-DRIVE SERVICE
^










10 n.s. 59 JO
V&9Ji 
ShouliS S®@ 





a wide assortment 
of light industrial and farm 
machinery and equipment on 
our big sales floor. Drop 
around and see what we have 
to offer lo the small and hobby 
farmer as well as the 
professional and the Industrial 
Contractor. You'll get' a 
courteous reception and 
ihere's always fresh coffee on
hand.
BUTLER BROTHERS
2046 Keating Cross Road,
For Service Telephone 652-1121
BEEF TONGUES
Fresh or T’iekled
89^, Co-Operative Insurance Insurance Services
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD.
7005 E. Saanich Rd. 652-2411









PROPERTY TAXES ■ 1974
Tax Notices for 1974 have now been mailed. Any 
property owner who has not received a tax notice 
should contact the District of North Saanich y 
':Municipai:.Ha!i;'.:at''v65B-3918.'v,
1974 Taxes should be paid on or before June 28th, 
1974. Percentage additions w'Hl be added as 
follows: ,5 per cent on July 2nd and a further .5 per 
cent on October Isti 1974.
Municipal Hall,
1020 Mills Road 
North Saanich, B.C.
Every year makes a big difference 
... whether it’s children’s clothes, 
your personal possessions, or 
something much bigger (like your 
home).
,
Your Co-op Insurance 
representative is equipped to assist |
cost of your home at today’s values. 
Wliy not; ask him to help you to 
determine the value of yoiir 
property.
CALL J IM PESCOTT AT 





Yes We Do Sell Travel Insurance!






I have maintained n constant InRsrest in the 
civic affairs of Central Saanich for some 17 
years, It is my wish to use this experUmco to 
provide the service residents of our municipality 
should expect from their elected 
representatives. ,
, For a strong voice on the Regional hoard I ask 
for your vote, so I may represent your concerns 
most definitely at the board level. I feel that we 
the people are loosing our aiilonomy to the region 
In planning and other matters. The hospital 
issue was a go<Ml example.
Alderman - P. LaZafZ X
I
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AWARD-WINNING INSTRUMENTS displayed by Sid Jackson (left) and Ed 
Dalzell.
LOCAL MEN ACHIEVE HONOR IN COMPETITION
Two Sidney men took top 
awards at the Violin-Makers’ 
Association of B.C. annual 
competition in Burnaby Arts 
Centre last weekend.
Slid Jackson, 2437 Amherst, was 
awarded the George Wright 
trophy for the best violin made 
during the past year. George 
Wright was the founder of the 
association.
Jackson won the sanie trophy 
in the association’s Haney 
competition in 1972;
This year’s winning instrument 
is niade of spruce and maple cut 
locally; Jacksoii" estimates he 
work^ 150 > hours ; making the 
violin.
Second ■ prize, for violas; was ] 
awarded to Ed Dalzell, 9*191 
Maryland, for an instrument 
made of wood cut from the Deep 
Cove'area.
There were 50 exhibits and 35 
competitors at the event and 
instruments were judged by
professional musicians. V
Both Dalzell and Jackson are 
■ retired Canadian National 
employees and make the 
instniments as a hobby.
THE MEMBERS OF THE 
NORTH SAANICH VOLUNTEER
Invites the residents of North Saanich, one and ail, and any 
other interested peoples to attend the official opening of tlie 
Fire Department on the 15th day of June 1974. The fire-hall, 
located on Wains X Road, will be open from 1:30 - 5:30 p.m.
The afternoon activities will include:
(1) Displays of equipment
<2) Practical demonstrations using some of the equipment. 
;U3)'and,,refreshments
Ilot dogs and cold pop for the kids, young or old, and tea 
or coffee and donuts for the more confirmed adults.
Hope tosee you all out at the Fire Hall for an afternoon of fun 
and'excitement.■:'v' ...
' \'''''N.S.V.F.D.
IS ¥1111 miiirlasis Sn 
memMiiSs
loiunr.
You’d find that the sawmill 
and plywood industry now 
has some women forklift 
operators'and truck 
drivers. And the IWA 
is demanding Maternity 
Leave for these mem­
bers. Their seniority 
and Job security 
depend on it.
You'd find the aver­
age logger has to 
support two homes - 
- one at camp, the 
otherwhere his 
family lives. The IWA 
considers this unfair * 
and is therefore de­
manding free room 
and board from the 
forest industry to 
lighten this burden 
on theirmembership.
You’d find safety of 
prime concern to 
people working In 
tho forest industry. The IWA was t|u? first 
union in North America to have a full-time 
director of safety and are, in this year's 
contract trilks, demanding improvement 
and extonsion of those rules. All tho wage 
increases and cost of living clauses in tho 
world are of little benefit to tho wood ­
worker out of work because of an accident, 
You'd find workers, like you, trying to cope 
with rising costs - like the cost of ad­
equate dental care (or (heir families The 
IW/\ Is demanding a paid dental plan for Itt;
members to 
ensure proper 
dental care for 
themselves and 
their families.
You’d find tho accent on 
leisure time growing, as In 
every other sector of 
society. That's why 
the IWA is demand­
ing improved vaca­
tion time and a 
shorter working 
week for its mem­
bers who feel it is 
becoming Increas­
ingly important to 
spend as much time 
as riosslblo with 
their families,
You’d find the aver­
age woodworker 
unable to afford 
today's high cost of 
living. The IWA Is 
thorofore demanding 
a one dollar an hour across the board 
increase for itsmembers. It's not going to 
make anybody rich — just help wood­
workers cope a little bettor with 
rising costs.
You’d find the backbone of B.C's oconomy 
tho Forest Industry. Its members, 
through the IWA, are making realistic and 
reason,riblo demands in their current nego­
tiations and are determined to continue 
their policy of good faith baigaininy. All wo 
ask is that tho industry do tho same
STANDINGS 














St. Andrew’s Church Hall 
Exhibits by Members of Sidney & North Saanich 
Garden Club
1. One Bloom, White or Cream, H. T., Disbudded
2. One Bloom, Yellower Yellow Blend, K. T., Disbudded
3. One Bloom, Pink or Pink Blend, H. T., Disbudded
4. One Bloom, Red, Disbudded
5. One Bloom, any other colour, H.T., Disbudded
6. Three H. T. Roses in Vase, 3 varieties, Disbudded
7. One Stem" Small-flowering Rose or Rambler type Climber, 3 or 
more blooms open. Bowl or vase.
8. One Flora Bunda — Bowl or Vase
9. One bowl or vase any other colour.
Please bring exhibits by 2.09 p.m.
The Public is cordially invited to view between the hours of 





will open on June 15,1974 at 
No. 101 Professional Bldg. 9775 4th St. 
Telephone 656-6021
Note:
Main Campaign HQ for Esquimalt- 
Saanich Riding located at 
3959 Quadra (at McKenzie)
Phone 479-1611
Keep those promises you’ve made to yourself — 
with the help of these Royal savings services.
Saving money for the important things has never been easy. And today — well, if you re 
like most of us, you need all the help you can get.'One answer is Royal s Bonus Savings 
Account. It pays a healthy 8 3/4% retroactive to May 1st — calculated on your minimum 
monthly balance, too, so your money grows even faster. And because there are no 
cheques, what goes in, stays in. (That makes it really hard not to save.)
To help you get set up for your savings plan, there's our new Royal Certified Service — 
a complete package of all the daily banking services for 
just $3 a month.
One of these services is Royal's “Pay-yourself" Cheques.
They make it easy for you to transfer funds V / ■ ^
into your Bonus Savings Account. You can 
do this either in person, by mail or auto­
matically at any interval you like — 
at no charge.
One way or another, we're going to make it ’
easier for you to keep those promises you've 
made to yourself. Come on in and 
talk it over.
Coroinynity Corner
“Experience is what 
you get when you 









ire'g'Sehioreitizen;tenant, property (OWnerpr;, t; 
run 6* small business you may beoligible.:nn 
. Nevy provincial legislation is now in effectwith the 
'; passage d^ pieces of iegislction: The t
Real. Property Tax Deferment Act and The Renter's ,
, Resource Grant Act.; t:;::;,:-';
What are the benefits to you?^^ ^ ^
Many properiy owners in British Cclumbia have 
now been given the option to defer paymerit of all or 
part of their 1974 property taxes. ,
: A new housing construction tax credit incentive 
plan also is available to owners of vacant land.
As well, tenants in our province are now eligible to 
receive renter's resource dividend cash grants,
What are tax deferrals?
Tax deferrals are, in effect, loans from'ttie 
provincial governmer^t. The intere.st rate is a modest 
87o a year, Your government encourages you to think 
seriously obout this program if you are eligible. You 
may want to apply, you rTiay not, it's entirely up to you.
Who Is eligible for tax deferrals?
The pioneer's of oi,,ir sociely, the home owners 
aged 65 and c.)ver may now choose to def(,)r riciymerY 
of all or part of Iheirinroperly taxes.
Widows, widc3wers, and tiondicapped persons ’ 
Vvlso cvvUi t'lC-moG ore oicc oligit-lG !c defer o’! or per! ci 
their pr'operly ioxes:
Partial properly lax deferrals also are avaiiaiyle to 
owner's of vacai'll tome,die lands and sruali. 
businesses wiTOse 19 74, jDroperi'lv ioxes hove gar le t.ip; , 
imore than 20%> of the'1973 level, ' "
To defer or not to defer
fMr''neiT)bt3r‘, yori drifVt have to apply for pMf rpei'iy 
lax deferment just tjeco' .ISC'you'i'G eiigiblo li's your vP' 
decision.
How does ihe housing construction Incentive plan 
■ work?
fWaiDle^ vrt")0 cwci Viureent la,nds''n''idy cl'ioose, ipfp, 
deter poi t ions al tt'ie i97''u tax increase on lo five'"
' acres cT land, if a home is bull! on tt^e properly ond' 
occur :»iea before December 31,4975 tt-ip proyirrciai i
government will aanceloil the deferred taxes and,; 
interest ovcing upito that time. You can save-money c 4:1 
bybuildingtnow and reduced tax credits will be / - 
available if the home.tsbuiit after December 31,1975.
Do I have to move into the house to get the tax 
credit? -
No. You rinay rent the home to another party and 
still get the benefits: This legislation is designed to 
encourage job-creating housing construction now, 
allov^/ing you the owner, to retain the new home for. 
your future plans,
How do I apply?
, Tax deferral applications are now available at 
municipal offices and government agencies 
throughout British Columbia or you may write for 
applications directly to the Suiveyor of Taxes, 
ParlicirnenlBuildings, Victoria,
What if I have already paid my taxes?
Thai's okoy, Get an application form, Your local, 
provincial or municipal tax collector will be pleased . 
to help you make the necessary arrangements. 
Refurxls can be arranged,
When can I pay back deferred taxes?
Anytime, You pay back partor all of the amount 
v/iien you desire, There is no interest penalty payment.
Whatabout tenants?
Tenants in our province i low are eligible for:a 
renter’s resource grant of $80 if they are 65 years or over.
, Tenantsunder 65 are eligible for a grant of $30, : 
.Applicafion forms are available at government 
.acjoricies Ihroughout the province or from the 
l.teiDartrTienl ot Housing Renter's Resource Grant 
' Branch, 827 fort Street Victoria.
A spoclal note to tenants over 65.
, Your dpplication form for ihe $80 renter's grant 
; will be rrtqiled to you soon, e - >
Promlor and Mlnistor ol Ffnanco, Tho Hon. David Barrett
r:Nn«<t>»n k»f|i«^nitil 
rinwnin N» 1 1 W 4 
' ftti Privei,
f
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June 15 - A Date To Remember In Annals Of English History
By WENDELL B. SHAW 
June 15 is a date to remember 
and to celebrate by all who lovi 
“liberty under law”. On tliat date 
in 1215, the barons of England, 
the yeomen of the countryside, 
and the burghers of the cities 
formed an army to defy King 
John and his 60,000 mercenaries 
who have been ravaging the 
country.
Organized by Stephen Langton, 
a Roman Cardinal holding the 
high office of Archbishop of 
Canterbury, the army camped in 
a meadow called Runnymede, 
close to present-day London. 
Here they met King John to 
demand of him that he sign a 
charter for which the Archbishop 
was chiefly responsible. This 
charter we know as the Magna 
Carta. Our civilization owes an 
debt to Stephenenormous 
Langton, a truly great man of 
high courage and sagacity.
This world-famous charter was 
the first major break-through in 
the age-old battle for human 
rights.
Queen Elizabeth II has 
referred to it as “... the corner 
stone of our liberties...
Sir Winston Churchill 
described it as “... the most 
famous milestone of our rights 
and freedom..”
JUSTIFIED REVOLT
John Adams, second president 
of the United States, cited the 
Magna Carta in justifying the 
revolt of the English colonists 
against George III.
The charter was altered to 
meet changing conditions but 
without loss of. the rights and 
freedoms emobdied in the King 
John version of 1215. The final 
document was signed in 1225 by 
Henry III and confirmed by 
Edward I in 1297.
An historic event occurred on 
July 28,1957, when the American 
Bar Association went to London 
for its annual meeting and 
dedicated a memorial at 
Runnymede, built with funds 
contributed by its members. The 
inscription:
charter in particular, the famous 
chapter 39, is taken as expressing 
this concept most precisely:
‘ “No free man shall be taken 
imprisoned, disseised, outlawed, 
banished, or in any way 
destroyed, nor will we proceed, 
against or prosecute him, except 
by the lawful judgment of his, 
peers and by the law of the 
land.’ ”
FIFTH AMENDMENT 
And this clause will perhaps 
recall the Fifth .'Amendment to 
the Constitution of ihe United 
States:
‘No person shall be held to 
answer for a capital, or otherwise 
infamous crime, unless on a 
presentment or indictment of a 
grand jury ... nor shall any 
person be subject for the same 
offence to be twice put in 
jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall 
be compelled in any criminal 
case to be a witness against 
himself, nor be deprived of life, 
liberty or property, without due 
process of law...”
In 1965, the 750th anniversary 
of the signing of the Magna Carta 
was celebrated at Williamsburg, 
Virginia. The Jamestown 
Foundation of Williamsburg had 
charge of this event and one of 
their brochures reads in part as 
follows:
“The Magna Carta 
anniversary is being celebrated 
throughout the world this year as 
the beginning of constitutional 
government in Great Britain, the 
United States, and other English- 
speaking nations. The promises 
given by King John became part 
of American law and government 
when America’s first permanent 
English settlers came to 
Jamestown in 1607.”
The rights and freedoms 
embodied in the charter were not 
fully realized for centuries but 
they laid the foundation that 
made possible two other 
charters, including the Petition of
Right in 1628.
All English-speaking peoples 
have inherited the English rights 
and freedoms as best expressed 
by the late Woodrow Wilson, 
president of the United States. In 
“A History of the American 
People”, Wilson wrote of the 
adoption of the first ten 
amendments (American Bill of 
Rights) by the Congress of 1789 as 
follows:
”... Eight of them ran in the 
phrases of Magna Carta, the 
Petition of Right, the Declaration 
of Independence, and the 
Virginia Bill of Rights; the 
principles they embodied had 
conie out of the long processes of 
English constitutional history, 
out of the precedents of English 
courts and the practice of English 
justice; out of cliarters and 
constituions and ancient 
parliamentary protests. They 
made secure against federal 
encroachment, the rights of 
individuals in respect of religion, 
freedom of speech, military 
service, and the use and 
maintenance of armies, search 
warrants, trial in accordance 
with fixed law and by the 
judgment of juries, criminal 
accusations the inflicting the 
punishments, and the exacting of 
bail...”
IRON CURTAIN SPEECH 
Sir Winston Churchill, in his 
famous ‘iron curtain’ speech at 
Westminster College, Fulton, 
Missouri, on March 5, 1946,
referred to the freedoms and 
rights shared by all English- 
speaking peoples:
“... but we must never cease to 
proclaim in fearless tones the 
great principles of freedom and 
the rights of man, which are the 
joint inheritance of the English- 
speaking world, and which 
through Magna Carta, the Bill of 
Rights, the habeas corpus, trial 
by jury, and the English common 
law, find their most faiiious
expression in the Declaration of 
Independence...”
In 1607 the first permanent 
settlement of English colonists 
was made at Jamestown, 
Virginia, and the first elected 
assembly of the settlement took 
place in 1619. All of the thirteen 
American Colonies which 
preceded the American 
Revolution of 1774-1783 had their 
own elected assemblies, courts of 
law, and so on, based on the laws 
of England.
The original Magna Carta was 
altered several times to deal with 
fast-changing conditions but the 
modifications did not in any way 
affect the rights and liberties 
which the original Magna Carta 
embodied.
The Magna Carta of Henry Ill’s 
reign in 1225, subsequently 
ratified by Edward I in 1297, now 
head the English Constitution. A 
second charter known as Petition 
of Right was enacted in 1628. A 
third charter known as the 
Declaration of Rights (or Bill of 
Rights) was enacted in 1688. Lord 
Chatham (William Pitt) called
these three charters “the Bible of I Constitution,” published in 1856:
FREE RABBITS
the English Constitution.
The great principles derived<• , 111 I Dean Richards, 9825 Third St.,from the_Magna_Carta are well | returned to Edmonton
expressed by E.S. Creasy in his 
book, “Creasv on the English
2 MONTHS OLD 
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THE SIDNEY WATERWORKS 
NEW RATE SCHEDULE 
SHOULD HAVE READ:
20,000 GAL
OLD RATE NEW RATE 
'21.50 '28.70





“To commemorate Magna 
Carta, symbol of freedom under 
law.” ■
Here are two quotes from 
speeches made at the dedication 
ceremony on July 28, 1957:
Charles ; S. Rhyne; 81st 
president of the American Bar 
Association: “... From the 
Magna Carta, more than from 
any other single source, we draw 
6ur shared tradition of 
fundamental and inalienable 
rights and liberties common to all 
men...”
E, Smythe Gambrell, president 
of the American Bar Association 
in 1957: “... From the time of 
Magna Carta, we measure out 
tradition of freedom under 
law...”
Lord Parker of Waddington, 
Lord Chief Justice of England, in 
an address made at Jamestown, 
Virginia, on Magna Carta Day, 
June 15, 1965, declared:
“... F’or the charter has been 
seen above all as upholding the 
rule of law -- the principle that 
government proceeds by ‘fixed 
rules’, and not by ‘arbitrary 
options’, One clause of the
TEDCLAVARUS 
FOUAI.DKRMAN
Should Central Saanich build a 
Sports Complex? Not alone, a 
iPeninsuln Iritcrmunicipal 
Financial Sharing 
Arrangement is needwl along 
with Regional Provincial 
’help, must It bo located in 
Central Saanich? Hopefully 
so, but not necessarily. If 
much cheaper pnlnsuln land 
con be found then use il — 
t(.‘memberS,P,A.U.A. but lets 
gel goiiij now.
Why not a Senior Citizens' 
task force to work for a 
modern Senior Citizens 
Recreation Activity Centre on 
Uie old BrcntwcMMl School site? 
Municipal Recreation is for 
taxpayer of all ages 
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The difference between a mediocre job 
and a very good job is usually 
better training.
However, in the past it hasn't always 
been that easy to get training.
Novi/ things are different. Because 
now there are Community Colleges 
and vocational schools throughout the 
province, offering a good range of 
vocational and technical programs that 
can put you into a better job or increase 
your skills in your present job.
Think about it. Then talk to a
Community College Counsellor. 
The door is always open.
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
(iOVliKNMKNT OK IIRITI.SII COl.CMBIA, VICTORIA, B.C.
1





9-5 Monday thru Friday
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. Monday for Insertion the same week. 
RATES; 25c for each four words or less; minimum SI.00. 
Box numbers, 25c extra.
All advertisements must comply with the B.C. Human Rights Act, 
which prohibits any advertising because of race, sex, religion, color, 
nationality, ancestry or place of origin, or age (between 44 and 6S), 
unless the condition is iustifled by a bonafide requirement for the 
work involved.
All advertising wiil be subject to the approval of Review Publications 
Ltd., which reserves the right to classify, reject or insert copy fur­
nished, at its sole discretion.
RATE CARDS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
RmI Estate













Beautifully treed, secluded, 
level, Vz ac. Drill a well and be 
independent $20,000
ROSE COTTAGE 
Older well maintained 2 
bedroom basement home on a 
beautiful Vz ac. in Sidney. 
Grow your own vegetables 
and then some.
HERMIT’S COTTAGE 
2 1, 3 ac. (80 X 1280 ft.) on 
Wain Road. Beautifully treed. 
Vandalized cottage that can 
be repah’ed as is.
Cash. $27,000.
' UNIQUE N. SAANICH 
, ' V : WATERFRONT ^,
Seldom offered: 440 ft. of 
warm Western seafront. 3 ac, 
of secluded property with 
beautiful trees^ A good solid 
comfortable 1500 sq. ft.
:Basement/ home, doubler 
garage, r guest . cottage, con- 
^^^rete pillared wharf and dock. 
Call us for details.
BUYING OR SELLING 
CALL






This lovely 3-4 bedroom home 
with2 fireplaces-1 in living room 
and 1 in rec roomw - plus 1*4. 
bathrooms - plus quality carpet. 
A treat to view. A.sking $.57,000 
,MLS.„
MORNING-NIGHT-OR NOON 
The view is breathtaking on 2 
beautiful acro.s high: above F.lk 
Lake. This bvely older home has 
Targe living room, dining room, 
kitchen, 3 bedrooms, utility, den, 
1'/a bathrooms, full bn.scment 
with delightful rec, room. Treed 
border provides park-like 
seclusion. All for $125,000.
ARDiMORE
3.22 Aci'e.s of Beautiful 
"Tall Timbers"
V Comprising 
3 - Subdivided Lois.










Victoria Real Estate Board 
and Multiple Listing Service.




10323 Restha ven Drive 
Sat. June 15,1-5 p.m. 
Delightful 2-storey fully 
modernized family home, in 
choice location on Roberts 
Bay. Three bedrooms, full 
basement. Deluxe w-w carpet 
throughout, lovely sandy 




























DUS,’306-3508 RES. 056-3602 
JUST LISTED 
, : / ' $45,000 . '
Job location requires ihc 
nuirkctirig of this .3 ImdrrKtm full 
baMiment Immaculate home in 
firsi dnsR condition, While listing 
thlshome Ihe fire crnckled in the 
brick fireplace ns ihe .sun shone 
through the dining-room window, 
There l» ample eating area in a 
kitchen filled wilh cupboards, 
Thcic U a 4 piece Lath up and «i 2 
piece down. Downstairii is a 
family r(wm with that "junt 
finished" look.
To s icw' pkuitoc call Neva r'l’nnUi 




2 Bedrooms on main, plus 1 
down. Finished Rec Room. 
Beautiful 68 x 140 lot. Only 
seconds from Tulista Park 
and beach. .Asking $52,000 with 
terms availab.e
.9ACKE
Located on liast Saanich Rd. 
with views to the North. Price 
is $25,000 with terms 
available.
RETIREME.NTIIOME 
Located only 1 block from 
Beacon Ave. 2 Bedrooms up 
and 1 down. IV2 baths. 2 
fireplaces. $43,850.
FAiMILY HOME 
Spotless 3 bedroom full 
basement home. Finished rec 
room. 60’ x 129’ lot fully land­
scaped. MLS 7416. $45,000.
DEEP COVE
Lovely waterview home with 
\'z acre of land. 3 bedrooms. 
Nice quiet area. MLS 7354. 
Asking $60,000.
SUBDIVIDE
1 Acre in the Ardmore area. A 
superb piece of land. Asking 
$50,000.
$25,000
Cute 2 bedroom cottage here 
in Sidney. Close in, 51 x 140 lot.
HORSE LOVERS
2 acre property in North 
Saanich, 3 bedroom home. 
Barn. Fully fenced. Asking
$65,000.
Call now
John Bruce Bus 656-3928
Res. 656-2023 or ■ 656-6151
, Real Estate . 
Wanted to Rent
RESPONSIBLE COUPLE LOOKING
FOR smaller house in Brentwood 
area. References available on 
request, 383-6374 or 652-2863. 24-3
TWO OR THREE BEDROOM SUITE
or house In Sidney area required by 
adult family by the end of June. 
Write Box 1050 Surrey, B.C. V3S 4P5.
24.2
WANTED TO RENT SMALL SELF 
CONTAINED apartment. 
Reasonable. Sidney or Brentwood 
area. 479.6852, 2,i-l
WANTED, BY SINGLE, RETIRED 
GENTLEMAN. Light housekeeping 
room, preferably furnished and with 
separate bath, in Sidney area. Days 
656-4393, nights 656-3271. 24-1
WANTED TO RENT TWO 
BEDROOM HOUSE. Sidney area. 
Adults Good references. 656-3557. 24-2
WANTED SIDNEY AREA, Clean 
room with stove and fridge tor quiet 
working man. Separate entrance. 656- 
2206. 24,1
OFFICE AREA 530 sq. ft. in 
Professional Building at 9775 - 4th St., 
Sidney. Ground floor location, com-' 
plete with carpet, light fixtures and 
heat supplied. Suitable for 
professional practitioner, company 
offices etc. with lease terms available. 
Apply ste. 304 - 9775 - 4th St. or Capital 
Regional Agencies Ltd., 2481 Beacon 
Ave., Sidney. 16 tf.
SIDNEY BUSINESS rental, 1260 sq. 
ft. Suitable office or store. Vz block 
from Post Office. 656-2322 days; 656- 
2358 evenings, tf
THREE BEDROOM HOME for 
immediate occupancy, references 
required; Commercial ground floor 
premises on Third Street Sidney, B.C. 
6508 sq. ft. immediate occupancy. For 
information call Sparling Real Estate 
Ltd. Sidney, B.C. 656-5511. 24-1
DOWNTOWN SIDNEY, one bedroom, 
modern house, fully furnished. 
Available now to Sept. 1st or longer. 
Utilities included. $175.00. In-law suite 
occupied. 656-4845. 24-1
FOR LEASE, 450 sq. ft. office on 
store. Beacon Ave. Sidney. 479-2106. 6- 
tf
Victoria 1057 Fort St. 386-2111 
SIDNEY 656-3924
BUSINKSS ORPORTUNITY 
Small country grocery store 
located in Saanich Peninsula 
area, Store, plus 3 bedroom living 
accommodation, Living room 
with Fireplace and sundcck off to 
take advantage of view, this is a 
good family type operation 
showing a steady return in a 
growing area, Good financing 
available on asking price of 
$02,500




Lovely Family Homo 




this (guility homo built by,
Mnyhevv Construction Is a roiil
dream for any family
See the tnany e,\lra features by
contacting
WFLI .SHOCK HU 
(1511-3924 (152- 3(134
CKN IRAL .SAANK’II 












10032 SIDDALL road 
3 year .old, 2 level home; 
Tastefully decorated. 3 bedrooms 
- 2-4 pc. bathrooms, - developed 
basement - Rec. room and Den. 








Brand new. Occupancy 
August Isl. Tudor style, 3 
Bdi'm, home en-suite. Sun 
deck, choose your carpets and 
colours. Existing mortgage 
may be assumed. Call David 
Wood, (152-1141 or (152-2198 
Brontwooil PropiM'tics 
7273 West Saanich Hd,
OPEN HOUSE 
Friday, June It 
1:00 P.M. ■7:00 P.M.
Kaliirday, June 1,1 
n :00 a.m. -. 7:00 P.M. 
SIDNEY--By The Sea" 
$34,900 
Private Sale
First time offerod - 2 bdnn, 
bunga Iow \vi t Iva U, ga ra ge • 1, r. 
with fireplace - 2 large bdnvi.s. - 4 
pc, bath room • large bright 
kilchen - laundry room • storage 
and work room plus attached 
garage,
HoherlsMay —NieoArea
Lot 508100 - 7 yeai’H old, like new. 
W-W earpel, new vinyl eushlon 
floors - elean • altractiyo. Ready 
to move tn. Cash required. Must 
he sold this week-end,
24091,ovell Ave,, Sidney 
(15H.«3(U
BY OWNER, 1*4 titres all workahlo, 
OooO well, older 2 bedrobm liouse. -479- 
335Rn(lor 6p.ni. 2-1-1
BEFORE 5 P.M. MONDAY
Help Wanted
CAREY'S CLEAN-UP. Expert clean­
up of yards and basements. 
Rotovating. Free estimates. 6S6-5671 
afters p.m, 11-tf
N RAWSON 26, full
sail, motor. 55500,00. 383-5714. 23-2
HBCHiB'S
ssnutci
for a factory trained specialist j 
phone 65()-.5ll4 




1971 TOYOTA LANDCRUISER SWB.
4.wheel drive with locking hubs. 35,000 
miles. Just tuned. Offers above $3,000. 
656.4753. 23-2
SECOND OWNER 1963 U S MODEL 
VALIANT Signet, two door hardtop, 
six automatic, radio, 58,000 miles. 
Excellent condition. Phone 656-4217 
after Sp.m. 22-tf
14 FT. PLYWOOD BOAT with canopy. 
Fibreglass bottom, 2 cylinder inboard 
motor. Ideal for trolling. Phone 656- 
2506. 24.1
13 FT. BOAT. Motor and trailer. 
5300.00 10470 esthaven Drive. 24-1
RUSS' TRACTOR service, Rototllling 
• Big or small jobs. Call anytime, 656- 
3689. 13-tf
WORK WANTED Tree falling,, 
cement work, landscaping by hour or' 
contract. Free estimates. Call 384- 
9737. 33.:f
JUST IVIE
Owner Wilt Dorman gives' per­




711:5 WEST SAANICH RD.
USED FURNITURE, TV, 
APPLIANCES, TOOLS, 
MISCELLANEOUS.
CHECK OUR PRICES 
BEFORE YOU BUY OR 
SELL ANYTHING







M1N ER AL CLAI MS FOR SALE 
DIRECT FROM OWNERS 
Enjoy the benefits of outdoor 
exploration in B.C.’s most scenic 
area on Vancouver Island. Ex­
cellent opportunities for 
development under Mineral Act 
of B.C.
COPPERITE 51.65 acres
Texadalsle $30 per acre 
MYSTERY 40 acres
Noar Jordon River $40 per acre 
DONALD 25 acres
Near Kennedy Lake $50 per acre
TINTOVIEW 51 acres
Near Chemainus $60 per acre
WRITE TO OR PHONE 
EVENINGS




‘Vancouver Island’s most 
; complete supply of 
Trailer-Gamper Parts’’ 
Propane Refilling 
Profi led A!um i num
REPAIRS
25 FT.LONG,11 ft, 3in.wide, 6ft. B in. 
deep house boat for sale. Phone 478- 
4658. 24-1
14V2 ft. SPORT FISHING BOAT,
plywood construction, fibreglass 
covered, 60 H.P. Evinrude motor. 
Offers. 656-4941 after six, , 24-1
FIBREGLASS CAR TOP DINGHY, as 
new. Half price. 656-2133. 24-1
14 FT. CEDAR BOAT with Fibreglass 
bottom, included 30 H.P. Evinrude 
motor. 5400.00 Phone 656-3297. 24-2
1959 METEOR 6, one ov^ner. Good 
running order. 5200.00 or offer. 656: 
3704. 24-1
1971 TRAVELAIR TRAILER. 15 ft. 
Stove, heater, sink, fridge, toilet, 
sleeps five. Leveler hitch, twin tanks, 
spare, mirrors. Excellent condition. 
Phone 656-5158. 24-1
1970 CHEV, KINGSWOOD Station 
wagon. Excellent condition. 656-5430 
evenings. 24-1
42 FT. SAIL BOAT. May be seen at 
Van Isle Marina B Dock. 24-1
UirSI-n'fP'niS
WANTED, TIMBER-ALL species 
including alder. Top prices, paid. 478- 
2932. 6.tf
NEED HOME, mother and boy 12. 
Fabulous housekeeper. 656-5605. 23-1
WANTED, LIGHT, USED DINGHY 
with oars. Good condition. Phone 652- 
■3815. .■23-1;,;:
STOVE WOOD. 12 inches. Delivery for 
June.-Phone 656-3162; ; 23-1
PHYSICALLY DISABLED, 16 year 
old-gir! needs piano for her studies. 
What offers. 656-1589. / : 23-1
MEN OR WOMEN interested in 
sales. Will train. Phone 656-5597. '7-tf
WANTED, STANDING HAY. Central 
Saanich area. Phone 652-1672, 24-1
AMBITIOUS PERSON, mechanically 
inclined with Grade XII wanted fo, 
training in printing department. A 
permanent position with excellent 
opportunity to learn an interesting 
trade. Apply in own hand writing only, 
stating experience, references to 
Ellehammer Industries Ltd., 2J30 
Malaview Ave., Sidney, B.C. 24-1
SHIFTWORK — BAG MACHINE 
OPERATORS wanted for training. 
Only residents Saanich Pennsula and 
persons interested in permanent 
employment need apply. Ellehammer 
Industries Ltd., Phone 656-391 1 
between 8:00 ■ 9:00 a.m, only. 24-1
WOMAN TO LIVE IN as companion 
and helper to aged lady. Nice home. 
Remuneration. Contact 656-5007 after 
6:00p.m. 24-1
WANTED, MAN OR BOY to rake and 
level and help seed lawn. Sidney area. 
658-5953. 24-1
AVON HAS an open territory in Lands 
End area. Sell part-time or full-time to 
earn extra money. ' No experience 
required. Call 384-7345. 24-1
SUM.MER JOB FOR HIGH SCHOOL 
STUDENT babysitting 2children ages 
7 and 9 for 4 days a week, Pat Bay 
area. Phone Mrs. Kierans. 656-3697 
after 6p.m. 24-1
MATURE MAN OR PENSIONER
required, light gardening and 
trimming. Wages to be negotiated. 
656-2988or 656 S419after S.OOp.m. 24-1
WANTED, CASUAL LABORER, with 




Sidney and North Saanich Historical 
Society to be held in museum at 7:30 
p.m. Thursday June 20. Speaker on 
Salish weaving. 24-2
STRAWBERRY TEA AND HOME 
BAKING SALE Wednesday June 18th 
from 2:00- 4:00 p.m. at St. Stephens' 
Churh Ha 11 under the auspices of the 
Mountain View Rest Home Auxiliary.
:;■/- ,::::'24-i:
SIDNEY AND NORTH SAANICH
Garden Club, Monday, June 17th. St. 
Andrew's Church hall 7:30 p.m. Rose 
Show see advertisement. Competition 
arrangement of Roses for dining 
table. 24-1
6459 PATRICIA BAY HWY. 
' 652-2511
LARGE CRIB AND MATTRESS,
$25.00; mesh play pen, $12,00; acrylin 
carpet and underlay, 9 x 12 ft. $65.00; 
double bed, $25,00; two, single bods, 
$45,00 each. All good condition. 656- 
4396after 5:00p.m. 24-1
WANTED, RIDE FROM ARDMORE
area arriving Victoria 8:45 a.m. 






SPECIAL FOR SIDNEY and Brent­
wood, Sandy black loam. 7 yds, $45,00; 
old cow manure 7 yds. $40,00. 385-7220,
22-4






NORMAN HULL 46.tf 656-4938
LADY REQUIRES RIDE FROM 
SIDNEY into Victoria, Monday to 






HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT needs 
summer job, Mechanically inclined. 
Dennis 652-1688. 24 1
BINGO K OF P HALL, 8 p.m. every 
Thursday, Everybody welcome, l-tf
ART SHOW FROM WINDSOR UTLY 
SEMINAR, St. John's Church, op­
posite Deep Cove School, West 
Saanich Rd., June 2 -9. Sundays 1 • 5 
P.M.; Weekdays 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Eleven adults in attendance. 22-2
BIRTHDAY TEA, BAKE SALE and 
Penny Social, K.of P, Hall, Saturday, 
Juno Sat 2p.m, Sponsored by Pythian 
Sisters, 22-2
MATURE LADY WHO ENJOYS 
MEETING PUBLIC would like 




URGENT, NEEDED FOR JULY HI, 
One-iwo t'i'droiim Iwuse or rnttanr, 
preferably In Sianey area near beA'ch, 
would like one V ear lease. Responsible 
couple With e,kcf-lleril r0li!ri!nc*!''i, 477 
‘‘ '1 .'J ,7
2 nOWM, HOUSE WANTED lor
family with 2 babies, Plese phone 479- 
51.1(1 'J -M '
MOUSE, WANTED. HAVE TO
MOVE. Couple, h year old child and 
dog, two bedrooni l(Ouse neet,Jed. Oil or 
q,>ts heat, Setluded. lIM iX) i200.Wl«
nsuiith. , I'-uIn f.Ki;:-. ataJauit.’. 3S3
,56(18. ' 74-1
SMALL ROTOTILLER $40,00, Free, 
young rabbit, 6.56-4296, 2.|-i
METAL OARAGE DOOR; utility 
trailer; ono ton ferfllUor. Saturday, 
Saanlthlon Fair Grounds, 2.t.i
SMALL P R I 0 I ”d A i T b 
REFRIGERATOR, S50-00. Phone 656- 
4893, 74.1
JERSEY HBIPHR.Mako Idoal famlly' 
cow, $3.50 00. Phono A5A-233A. 74-1
BIKE 135.00; 39 In. headboard $15,00; 
bunk bods and maUroiso* $175.00. All 
inexcuileni condition, Phono 656 7088,
' ' -74-1
UEUPHOLSTBRED LAZY V(3Y
Chair, $50.00, 652.3378, 74-1
FREE TO GOOD HOME COLLIE and
l.nbcror.s pupt'ies. Phone 652 7791,
'
OLD STYLE FURNITURG'’l5SiinR|e, 
solid, (un-iurniture, designed and 
hand.hewn by Wfiyne Orown at 
Duncan, n c. Any furniture don' you 
need . and al an old style price To he 
seen, and neliitvod at Unuta, Gallery, 
VVhippletroo Junction (On Ihe Island 
HiOhwav, 3 miles S. ot Duncan) 
Fvening Aprdc on request 740 9331 or 
748 7770, 706
ONE MONTH Old thicks, Phone: 6,i?,
^ , .'u,4
BBAITY WRINGER WASHER with
^ laundry tulH W.5,00. 65(1 ,3068. 3,1 )
''GARAWL SALli", 7990 East Saanirn 
Road, Saanichton, » c. Saturday and 
liunday, 10 a m, S;00 p.m, A52 ?27f 




Quality Moal Cut,;Wrappocl 
for Homo Frooiors





Brentwood Arts & Crafts
7IH;i W. Suank'li Unud 




■: emmr miOM "
Bronlwood Day Brnnoh 
7174 Wool Soanlah Road 
652*2111 662*2022
Spooialliing In tow cost lount
M«i
BILL BRAIN ROOFING










RM.sidt)niial - ComiTiBfciffll 
A Golf Qburoo Construction










All Repalra * Any si40 bbtti flhd 
tuHUi.' f:u',:iti.C.h;> - cuctom nuich) 
J(,ifniiure'
Brentwood Day Shopping Centre
6«2.f5SJf




all piama patla stocked 








Sell your ImsiiHtHS 





BKACON AT Ist STREET
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
THURS. FRI. SAT.
We reserve' the right t^ 
limit quantities
STORE HOURS . 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 a!m. to 6:00 p.m. 
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ADULT BOOKS, NOVELTIES,
Marital Aids. Free price list. Adelphi 
Books, Box 1866, Saskatoon, Sask. 5 tf
Income tax. Your personal Income 
Tax done in complete confidence at 
reasonable rates. Can Pick up 479- 
1961. 5-tt
SIDNEY COMMUNITY ACTION, 9768 
First St., 656-3013 or 656-1489. A free 
counselling and consultation service 
for anyone requiring information or 
guidance with regard to legal 
questions and Human Rights. 23-4
BIRTHS
BORN TO MR. AND MRS. ERICH 
LUTTMANN, 2210 Henry Ave. Sidney, 
B.C. at Royal Jubilee Hospital on June 
4, 1974 a son, Christopher Andrew, 9 
lbs. 1 oz. A brother for David. Many 
thanks to Dr. E. Prevost, Dr. E. 
Kardera, Dr. Carruthers, Dr. 
Gillespie, Case room nurses and staff 
of R.P.2. 24-1
Lost





CREDITORS AND OTHl.ultS 
having claims against the Instate 
of ISAHEI.LA I)()UOI,.\S Olt- 
CniESO.N. late of 2519 Rothesay 
Ave., Sidney. B.C., deceased, 
who died at Sidney, B.C. on May 
12th, 1974, are hereby required to 
send them properly verified to 
the undersigned Executor, P.O. 
Box 2187, Sidney, B.C. before the 
15th. day of July. 1974, after 
which date the assets of the said 
estate will be distributed having 
regard only to claims that have 
.been received., AND further 
take notice that ALL persons 
indebted to the estate of the said 
ISABELLA DOCOLAS OR- 
CIIIESON, Deceased, are 
required to pay their in­




(lUarantee a prime investment return and tax advantages 
for imi'i'-iii.'itc retirement income.
C all Vernon L. Hembling. C.L.U.
HARBORD INSURANCE.m
Insurance Is Our Business Nni a Sideline
122(1 Broad Street :586-8441
Accounianls
Elliott & Company 
Chartered .Accountants
W.J.ELI,IOTT.C..\. 
Beacon Shopping Plaza 
2152!) Beacon .Avenue 
Sidney. B.C. 
Telephone G.i(l-382t
LADY'S LIGHT BROWN VINYL 
WALLET. Vicinity Fourth St. 
Reward. Phone 656-2562or 656-4713.
24-1
LOST BY VISITOR FROM 
ENGLAND, prescription lens sun 







NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
-Notice is hereby given that all persons who deem thethselvcs 
lo he affected by the proposed amendment to the Zoning 
Bylaw .No. 345, 1909 will be afforded an opportunity to be 
heard on the matters contained therein before the Council of 
the Town of Sidney at a Public Hearing to be held in the 
Council Chambers, Town Hall, 2440 Sidney .Avenue, Sidney 
B.C. on .Monday, June24lh, 1974 at8;00 p.m.
■A copy of the proposed bylaw may be inspected at, the Town 
Hall, Sidney. B.C. from Monday to Friday between the hours 
of 8:30 and' 4:30 p.m.
The effect of this bylaw will be to amend the Zoning Bylaw as 
follows:-
That the unsurveyed foreshore and unsurveyed portion of 




Home and Office Cleaners 








Robert W. Roper, D.C.
2448 Beacon Ave 
Sidney 656-4611
Solve them with a 
STANDARD STEEL BUILDING
Weatherproof protection for machinery. Large, easy-to-operate doors 
means free movement and storage ot even the largest combine.
Keep livestock safe and secure. Ideal for hog systems, cattle shed, or 
free stall housing of dairy cattle.
Protect crops from wind, weather and rodents. Clearspan interior 
means grain can be piled to peak (a 40' x 100' holds about 40,000 
bushels).^




Date Planning to Build 












New Homes & Cabinets Custom build 
RemodelinK - Additions and Repairs. 
Reasonable rates-Free estimates
PHONE 656-4915
PATRICK CUTTS l,TD. 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 




DatedatSidney this ioth day of June, 1974
SR 6-12-74
G. S. Logan, 
Town Clerk,
ML MAILING

















Our mail-ill 'if'tvicc has imiveu 
bd popular tvilli nmlmists. 
pared In reemve vnlir niail''<l diivm s 
(.erUricate applii aline Inrm as lata its 
tMea |5i)i lm.1 eicii ami dale il whata 
Imlieitlerl Ihim mail il alniig will) a 
cherpie nr moiiey mdar Im llm pirmi' 
him rimniint shown,. We’ll iptieklv 
\'i»lidale your ,;i>itilu.ale ami teimii i| 
In vmi.
l( vnii haven't ii'r.idvad ynur 
ajrplii alinii form in Ihe mall vmi r ai) 
get your driver's eerlilit alb by taknut
ynur,diTver's lleetice In aiiv Mninr 
L'ehiele Lm.em e I htiiae
Reminnlier, ynu'll need hoiti n 
rlriver's lit.enee anti a driver’s eerlill* 
i;ale as ot luly Is).
I’or more intnnnalioii r ail your 
) Auhiplan liifinniatinu (amire al 
(iliri-JtUIO, niilslde Varienuver call
RUSS’S TRACTOR 
SERVICE 































Specializing in Hot Water 
Heating




All Ui'pnii s-\n\ size Hunt ;\nd 

















Upholstery Vinyls in Stock 
6.56-1-112
Beacon RIaza Shuppinr; Center
UPHOLSTERY
kepaiks re-coverinc








BACK HOE WORK 
CAT WORK 
TRUCKING












PERU. & SOIL 
TESTING SERVICE
LAND PERCOLATION TESTING 
SEPTIC FIELD INSTALLATIONS 






Roofing — Repairs — 
Eavestroughs.: Qualified 
Roofers — Budget Prices ~ 
Frce Estimates 656-4.369
Gerierai Electronic Repairs
W M. (Bill) BAART 








2412 Beacon Avenue 
656-2713
Painting & Decorators
A.D. (ART) NEEVES j
Electric al Contractor 
Appliances connected 
Electric Heating 
Pole and Line work 
656-1515
SADLER’S
;• Interior-Exterioi Painting 
& Decorating 






GovornmonI cortitiod, technician 
with 35 year.'S oxporionco in Elec­




All type.s and Con.stniction 










lndu.strial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Polos and Llne Wotk
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 
FOR PEOPLE WHO CARE
PHONE 6ri(i^Z,i)45 




PAPER AND VINYL WAl.L 
COVERINGS
PAIN’I’INGCON’I’llAt TORS 







A.S.A. BUILDERS LTD. 
General Contracting






25 years hxporience 




Reimirs ■ AbpllaneeCoaneellon*. 
‘■\o loll loo small” 
656-5601
PRED BEARD





YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
FOR FOOD 
CORNER McTAVISir 
A EAST SAANICH no, 
OI*EN DAILY 9 A.M. 8P.M 
656.1061


















IN VOLlIt IIUMI-: 
steam Carpet & 
Upholstery Cleaning
SPECIALIZING IN WALL 
TO WALLS SHAG
477-3414
A.L. (Lent CUSDEN 
SAW FILING &
TOOL GRINDING : 
Scissors Sharpened 
Light Repair Work I 





Finishing — Carpentry 
and ALTERATIONS 
19 year.s exiiericnce '
656-1368^^^^^^^^^^^^^




Thousands ol Shrutrs — Trees' •— 
Bulbs and,Plants, 










2384 Beacon Phone 656.1313
SEA BREEZE INN
or™ l•'l»lrth S(.












nUiLD WITH BRICK 
AM) IH.OCK 









TtlllGK lllDCK ErOMC 
t'nXTTH’TF I* Wivn 
Rail) Alex UomI, Sii.inifhti.n 
•«»PHONE 6'i2-22.M.
Cool Aid atci-ior,)
Cri.si.s Line (24 lioiirf.) 386-6323 
Fiitnily Allownaee, tlUl Age 
Soeurily and Ounrnnteed In. 
come Supplement .188.363I 
Financial AssislaiM’o (Social 
Allow'nnce and Supplcnicnl to 
Old Age Sccurily):
■ —.Sidnev. Central and Norlli 
Saanieh, Gull Isdnnds 656.3011 
Adopllon, Foster rare, ( pild 
Proteelion, Unmariied Par. 
ents:
Homemaker ;ih;4"513;»
Landlord and Tenanl Atlvisor,y 
Rureiin 382.31!)0
Legal Aid — Criminal 382.2101 
Meals on Wlieelh 65(i :;i17 >
Snanitdi Mental Health ( 'enire
47il.l6()2
Ptihlie Health (Pre.natal, Well 











Clinie«: School Health Sef. 
vieibs; ,Sand;it)on Sei viccb; 
-..Sidney 6.56. IJWR
.-GnngCk 637-M24
Sciuioi lilhtl ici f. „Il :
No. 63 . Rural Saanieh, Central 
Saanieh, North .Saanich,
Sldne,v 6,56.1111
Servicim for Ihe-Eldcrly .386.426.0
♦*’'»%***^***!*t0»T*»**»*»***'t***'.
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CANOE COVE RESIDENT Catherine K. boat refurbishing chores to enjoy the 
Reilly took time out Sunday from her warm sun of that day. (Review photo).
Bunty Clarabut, wife of RCMP Constable Mike CSarabut, had a 
baby girl at Victoria General Hospital on June 4th. The 8 lb. 4 oz. baby 
has been named Tammy Ann.
Twenty-five Vancouver Island professional photographers attended 
a one-day seminar Sunday at the Beacon Avenue studio of Jane Sloan. 
Norman Williams, Master of Photography, of Chilliwack was the 
instructor.
Brentwood TOPS members are enjoying being real losers as greater 
than ever losses are recorded by Weight Recorder Margaret Harris 
each week. On May 27th Joyce Armour was congratulated by the 
members for having been a KOPS member for two years and was 
presented with an orchid corsage.
Jean Tabor and Margaret Brown were presented with KOPS 
charms. Pamela Haylcs won her charm bracelet for having lost 
weight for eight consecutive weeks, and Margaret Peters was named 
Queen of the Month. Led by Mary Robinson members are now en­
joying an exercise session after their business, meeting.
Ninety-two members and friends of the Saanich Pioneer Societv 
answered the summons of the V & S locomotive bell rung by President 
Willard Michell and sat down to the Society’s Annual Banquet at the 
Log Cabin, Saanichton, on Saturday evening, June 1st. Guests were^ 
welcomed by Mr. and Mrs. Michell. 1 
Grace was said by Mrs. Grace Copeland, and the toast to the Queen 
was proposed by Cuthbert Brown. The toast to the pioneers was 
proposed by Mrs. Frances Robertsonv a member of the Moses family, 
and was replied to by Lome Thomson. A toast to the caterers was 
^ proposed by Lawrence Hafer, and awole pf thanks to Willard Michell 
] for his work with the society was proposed by George Rogers.
Guides of thd 1st Brentwood Company and their mothers enjoyed a 
Mother and Daughter Banquet at the Brentwood Elementary School
The Sidney Island Marine Park 
anchorage was packed with 
yachts over the weekend.
: i.:.)V. 1 ■
r
rv:.
...... gym on May 31st. Special guests were Mrs. and Mrs.
^ 7 ji;:^Reyholds ofpttse Brentwood Women’s Insb
■■Mrs./':j;
■
Baldock, Divisional Com-& ? District Commissioner; and 
missioner.
_ 0*^ Tuesday, June 4th, the girls and their mothers were shown the
; Tilm,; “ Mr. Dickson Falconer of UNICEF. The
Adopted UNICEF for one of their projects,
arid save all their extra pennies for this cause.
A view of Australia seldom seen by tourists was presented to Miss 
Noni Pugh of 6835 Wallace Drive when she visited the “outback” and 
Alice Springs in the height of their recent flood.
However, she had a wonderful month’s holiday travelling ex­
tensively, and is enthusiastic about the wonderful warmth and sun­
shine and the friendliness of the Australian people. Previous to her 
AusU'alian trip she and her sister Frances had enjoyed touring New
>■ Zealand.',' ■
Recent guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Wakefield, Third 
St, were Mr. and Mrs, A. Johnstone, of Winnipeg. Man. Mrs. 
Johnstone is a niece of Mr. Wakefield's,
Mrs. B. Roberta, Mrs. D. Beers, Mrs, E. Easton and Mr. and Mrs. 
A,E. Carlson were weekend visitors to Vancouver.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Forsythe and family, Malaview Ave. have returned 
home following a holiday at theWorld’aFair, in Spokane, Wash.
Mrs, E. A. Richardson, TWrd St has had as her guests, her 
daughters, Mrs. J. Souty of Quesnel, B.C. and Mrs. J. Cluihh of 
Vancouver.
In tlris day and age not many things are free but one peninsula 
gentleman has a number of two rnonlh old rabbits he wishes to giv e 
away, Anyone interested should call George Elliott at 650-2639, A 
rabbit might be just the present for Father this weekend,
Swar'u'’RnvLr ^ Valerie and Nancy of
?heornrionHn^?T"“'i‘’^ Rd, attended
In eivS^^nr Mrs. Johnson’s son, Wayne, with his degree
in civil engineering from Walla Walla Wnshington.
Tly Peggy Leahy y'
On r Juno I the Saanich 
Peninsula Beef Club allendetl tlie 
di"!I Field Day at Saanichton 
FnIrBrounda, and did quite well 
in the plaeings,
In the senior age group Dana 
Trimblet first In GoaUt Peggv
MI BEEP CI.lJB
U'iihy; third in Home Arl.s. 
Hobby Calnnn: third in Honey, 
la the Intermediate.s Wendy 
Cliiing; first in Beef, first in 
lloaey and second in Goats, Sian 
Diivlesi second in Sheep, Neville 
Dlnsdnlle-, third in Beef. Phyliss 
Dclnmcre; third in llonoy,
MIVAUSANV
. M-Soat Dining Room
AlrCondlUoncil Banquet Fucilities
OPEN'/.DAVtU WEEK 
y <»'»• Kiy or ChBi ||:e!t for Gas or Meals
I 65^-114b
.Block & Parly Ice .Gasoline
. .Propwuio ' .Marino Gn«







i» a CONCENTRATED PLANT 
FOOD and SOIL CONDITIONER 
manufactured from PACIFIC 
COAST ORGANIC (caweed,
It contains the basic elements 
required tor healthy, vigorous 
growth:-— nitrogen; potassium, 
mipnetium, phosphorous, sulphur 
and iron, and traces of boron, 
manganese, molybdenum, xinc, 
copper, sodium, vanadium, and 
aluminum,
PLANT HORMONES lAuainsl 
provide stimulation to Ihe growth 
nf plants,
AI.GINIC ACIDS combine vrith 
mineral elements to improve 
lOir structure promoting healthy 
growth.
SIDNEY SEAFEED LTD, 





The provincial department of 
human resources will take 
responsibility of social allowance 
cheques, Human Resources 
Minister Norm Levi announced 
last week.
Social allowance cheques are 
currently a municipal respon­
sibility and the government in­
tends to begin issuing them Aug. 
1, Levi said.
“Tins move follows the recent 
announcement by the govern­
ment to reduce welfare costs to 
the municipalities from 15 to 10’ 







































The following is the 
meteorological report for the week 
ending June 9 furnished by the 
Research Station, Sidney, 
Maximum Temp. (June 7-9) 64
Minimum Temp. (June 7) 39





Supplied by the Atmospheric 
Environment Service for the week 
ending June 9.
Maximum Temp. (June 9) 65




FATHERS DAY GIFT 
SUGGESTIONS
^ GOOD SELECTIONS OF 
BRIGHAi PIPES 
*PIPE STAI^DS IH MANY 
STYLES AND SHAPES
* BRUT AFTER SHAVE 
& AFTER SHOWER
Both For 0HLY *4.50 SIDNEY PHARMACY DfiD’S
BRITISH STERLING FOR DAO
COLOGNE, AFTER SHAVE SOAP ON A ROPE
& ANDERSON
application
Dilute CONCENTRATED ilgifccd 
one pift in 300 pirti of wetev or 
epprat. one tibletpoon per gidloM. 
C*n be iHed up to 50% concen- 
trition without danger of burning, 
Algifeed it an excellent foliar 
ipray and toil conditioner lo be 
uied regularly throughout the 
whole year for indoor and patio 
garden*.
SOAK teedi in volution before 
planting, and root* of plants and 
shrubs before transplanting to re­
duce root shock;
SPRAY garden vegetables, fruit 
trees, and lawns at seven day in­
tervals during Ihe growing season,
6'Mliiid OK*. • 1.8 litre*
SIDNEY SEAFEED LTD, 
P.O. Box 2038 Sidney B.C. SIDNEY SIArPED LTD, 
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STORE WIDE SALE ON ESSENTJAL SUMMER NEEDS
® Quality Mercliariilise! 
® Spei
Check the outsfonding 
speciol June buys on this 
flyer. Toke advantage o# the 
remarkable value at budget­
saving prices. Hurry in this 
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Short slcovc' stylo top svUh 
StrawlMM’iy appllr|uo trim, Pol­
ka (lot shorts comploniont tho 
top honutifully. Tho cool and 
lovoly look. Choice ol Navy or 



















1'ovir.s like a pitcltor. Now with urolhnno foam lnr.uIalioit tor 
maxltnum tomporaturo retention, Iluf'ped moulded jM)Iyi)n> 
pylene • - rustproof. Perfect for i>allos, plcnlca, earnplui;, luoat- 
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100% opaque nylon 
brief;bikini fs in color- 
fid print design. Lace 
elastic trim. Sizes S, 







Priht^ polyester lined S 
^-haiteri; ;■:.: top.Sri'Chbdseiy 
'front i sm^ floral * 
designs on White 
ygrbund^'iAssbrted'Tcdl:?;; 






Smart utility bag — Ideal for pie 
nics, beach, travel, etc. Colorful 
floral design, ripper closing. Two 
reinforced handles. Waterproof 
inner lining. Size about 16" x 5" xS". 









Ideal for dress or casual wear— featur­
ing foam cushion insoles, comfortable 
cross section vamps, 14/8 heel. White, 
























Knsy-cfirq polyester knit T-.shirt, in colorful 
stripe pattern. Jewel neck, zip or button front. 
Mnohino wash — warm cycle, 





100% nylon, brightly 
printed top, In short sleeve 
stylo. Choose Yellow or 
Royal Sizes 4, 6, 6X. June
Sale Super Special Huny
in, Save!
Smartly fashioned in easy- 
care nylon, halter style jac­
quard top. Solid color shorts 
with matching jacquard 
trim. Pink, Mint, Blue, in 
sizes 4, 6, OX.
Save on 1-size stretch panty hose. Reinforced 
too, nude heel Beige or Spice. Ono size fits all 
— 5' to .5'8’' — Ur» to 100 1 bs. Stock up 
at this fantastic low price, On sale 
while they last!
SPECIAL, 2 FOR
An exciting beach towel 
jumbo si7:e 30“ by GO*. F* 
quality 100% cottonj 
quord design. Ai 
signs and colors.
Super style for the Sun-and-Surf life this summer. 100% stretch 
nylon, trunks. Fast drying! Front support. Assorted styles and 
colors, sizes S, M, L, XL,
BOYS' NYLON STRETCH SWIM TRUNKS
100% nylon stretch swim trunks. Choose from solid, stripe or 
overall pattern styles. Assorted colors, in sizes S, M, L.
...'SP£CiAL, Each
LITTLE BOYS' NYLON SWIM TRUNKS
Permanent Press! 100% nylon stretch swim trunks with nylon 
mesh supporter. Vertical and horizontal stripe styles. Green, 
” 1, Red, in sizes 4, 6, 6X.
SPECIAL; Eoch
2x1 rib dress socks, in a quality 
blend. Lycra knit — they slay put. Fit 





Por/ftct drinking glnss for 
tho long hot Summer days 
yet to come. Tho price Is 
right — you will want to 





A super shainpoo at n 
Special price. H oz. si//?, 
Contnln.s Juice of one 
whole lemon. Makc.'i hair 




Three a»sorti*tl characters 
— turtle, fish, frog. Very 
brightly colored -- Inflate 




ah pkiyball of heavy )le vinyl. O-inch size. Ideal for playroom, yartf 

























Printed non-allergenic comforter. Top side 
in bright all-over floral pattern and of 100% 
rayon, reverse side in solid color, 100% cot­
ton flannelette to prevent slipping. Size 66" 
X 72". Assorted colors to match pillow below. 
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'ESMOND" THERMAL PRINTED ANGELSKSH
BLANKiT PILLOWS
A luxurious Tex-Made blanket in 
a servioeable blend — 60% poly­
ester, 40% viscose. Magic weave, 
"Romance" floral design, rayon 
binding at top. Size 72"x90''. 
Colors: Pink, Blue, Gold.
Quality blend thermal blanket — 
60% polye.ster, 40% viscose. 
Warmth without too much weight. 
Size 72" X 90". All nylon binding. 
Permanap to reduce shedding, 
Machine washable. Canadian 
made. Assorted colons.
An opportunity to save on a fine 
quality pillow. Printed angelskin 
cover, polyester fill. Size 20" x 26". 
Assorted colors to match com­








» Cosy Warmth Without 
tSxcessivo Weight:
A fine uf illty blanket — 60% polyester, 40% rayon. 
Carries the famous Tex-Mode label, your assurance 
of quolity* Size 72" x 84". Assorted solid colors. 














GenerouH «!zo Jacquard bath 
towel, colorful stripe design. Sl/.o 
20 by 40 inche.s approximately. 
.Stock up at a substanthil saving. 
Supnly limited, Hurry In this 
coming 'Titursdny.
Hero’s a tablecloth buy you won’t 
want to pass tip. Fine quality 
100% cotton, in attractive all-over 
design. Styled by Jrnperial Unen. 
Size about 36"x;i6''. Assorted 
colors.
Our boat Belling oven mittH. Size 
rtbout 10 Inches In length. As- 
sorted colorful prlnta. Ideal for 
barlx'culng ua well as kitchen use. 
Poly bagged.
HUMMaautwi^^
